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The work recounted in the following chapters represents the 

writer's first venture in the field of electroplating,  A.fter a sober 

consideration of the various fields of engineering endeavor open to one 

with a background training in metallurgy, electroplating was chosen ac 

a field in v.hich much fundamental work is needed, and in which any fu ia- 

mental work would be directly applicable to practical industrial proMems. 

This project was undertaken as the first step in entering the field vrvt.h 

the iden that a lifetime of interesting and profitable work might be 

found beyond this L itial project. Events of the past year have con- 

firmed this idea. 

The writer once thought-that a considerable opportunity existed 

in application of the principles and tools of metallurgy to the study of 

electroplates.  After over twelve months intensive work on this funda- 

mental problem, this viev; is no longer held.  It is now believed that 

the opportunity exists in the application of the principles and tools of 

science, along with a modicum of logic and a dash of hord work. As the 

search for facts carries the worker further and further into the funda- 

mentals of any one science, it becomes clear that no dividing line exists 

betv/een the true sciences, whether metallurgy, physics, chemistry, or 

other. As regards hard v/ork, this is a mutter of mental attitude and 

need not fatigue the scientist who is working in a field which furnishes 

exhilarating discoveries at reasonably close intervals to maintain his 

interest and whet his inquisitivencss.  If such discoveries are not forth- 

coming — well —■ there arc other fields of endeavor. 
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The present work was undertaken without a .oncrete plan as to 

where it would end.  The initial aim, to develop a reason fc-r the cracks 

in chromi\,U!i plate, proved to be a fortunate choice, -is all of the con- 

sidert-ti ons later developed center around th-s cracking phenomenon.  It 

was recognizfJ at the outset that any contribution to the understanding 

of the subject would be of value.  In fact, from this standpoint, it is 

believed that the subject has been an ideal one for the purpose.  So 

little has been understood about chromium plate that a .serious investi- 

gation, using the unsurpassed array of equipment at hand, was bound to 

turn up a reasonable amount of new information on the subject. 

In the opinion of the writer, research at its worst consists of 

long series of meticulously conducted tests, the results of which arc 

tabulated, plotted, divided, squared, or extrapolated to make thorn fit 

into some pattern which car bo put forth as the product of the research. 

Research at its best, on the ether hand, consists of the development of 

theoretical considerations first, then, by use of a limited number of 

properly directed simple tests, the proof or disproof of the hypothetical 

tenets.  New hypotheses are built upon the results of these tests and, 

in turn, subjected to experimental scrutiny.  It is a matter of personal 

pride that the present project, while not ideally prosecuted in many 

respects, has followed the latter course in considerable part.  In fact, 

the chief satisff ction derived from the project is connected with this, 

rather than with the specific results. 

The chapters which follow have been written with the thought that 

the possible readers might be specially interested in engineering fields 

other than electroplating.  Chapter I is meant to serve as a general 
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introduction to chromium plating.  Chapters II and III cover the theo- 

retical and factual developments which are the main product of the pro- 

ject.  Chapter IV is en attempt to rationalize the uses of chromium plate 

in terms of the principles set forth in the preceding chapters.  Chaptei 

V is something apart.  Here are presented some thoughts which could not he 

dovetailed into the earlier chapters because they are entirely too specu- 

lative, or because they are related to the main subject only by the fancy 

of the writer.  Some of these speculations point to possible researches 

in which the writer would like to have a hand.  Barring, this, it is hoped 

that others will find some, of the considerations worthy of thought and 

possible further development. 

The writer wishes to express his gratitude to those responsible 

for the founding and administration of Battclle Memorial Institute for 

the sponsorship of this work.  They have provided the necessary funds, 

the necessary equipment, and the necessary "atmosphere" for the prosecu- 

tion of the project.  Special thanks are duo certain elements of the 

"atmosph-re":  to Dr. J. K. Van Pelt, for administrativ. supervision, 

advice, and encouragement of the highest typej to Drs. H. W. Gillett and 

0, E. Harder for technical criticism of the work as it progressedj to 

Dr. C, L. Faust, for all of these things, and technical supervision as 

well; to Dr. C. M. Schwarte, D. A, Vaughan, end J. R. Doig for instruction 

and help in the use of X-ray equipment, and the interprets:ion of X-ray 

results.  Apart from the Battclle "atnoipherc". Professor D. .J. Demorcst, 

the writer's faculty advisor at The Ohio State University, followed the 

work closely and interjected timely advice when such was needed.  In many 
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instances the lack of expressed criticism from these men was of consider- 

able help because this carried with it the implied opinion that the vork 

was proceeding on a theoretically sound basis. 

In conclusion, the writer would like to express the usual thought 

of one looking back on a completed research, "I shoulda done it in half 

the tine". 

Clovd A. Snavelv 

February, 1947 
B&ttelie .Memorial Institute 
Columbus. Ohio 
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CHAPTER I 

A.'; INTRODUCTION TO CHROMIUM PLATING 

Chromium {..ating has assumed industrial importance because of 

the special characteristics of the metal chromium., and of the plated 

netal chromium.  A distinction is made because somewhat different chai— 

acteristics are observed in chromium plate as compared to chromium pro- 

duced by pyrometallurgical methods.  These differences, in peneral3 are 

herein ascribed to the fact that chromium may be electroueposited L;S an 

unstable hydride which decomposes to a normal metallic structure with 

oc c 1 ud e'J hy drogen, 

"Furi " chromium has bee;-, described M^ as a soft, fairly ductile 

metal with a blue-white metallic luster.  Chromium plate is ordinarily 

neither ductile nor soft by the st>me standards.  The chemical properties 

of "pure" und electroplated chromium are v-: ry similar.  They are both 

attacked by the halogen acids, and passivoted in the same manner by 

other, oxidizinr, acids.  They are alike in their resistance to surface 

tarnish or discoloration.  It is therefore the physical properties of 

chromium plat:, its hardness, ductility, and related properties, which 

set it aside from "pun." chromium. 

As to purity, chromium plate normally contains large quantities 

of hydrogen, and considerable amounts of chromium oxide.  The oxide is 

probably in a hydrated form.  Early searchers for the reasons underlying 

the special physical properties of chromium plate pounced upon the pres- 

ence c^ hydrogen in the plat-? as indie- tiv^ of the formation of a hard, 

brittle  hydride.  This theory was largely discarded in favor of the 

view that the hydrogc-n is occluded within voids in the plate and produces 
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considerable internal stress within the plate.  In addition, the fine 

grain size of bright chromium plate was discovered, and this was related 

to die hardness of the plate.  Other investigators studied the chromium 

oxide inclusions in the plate.  From such studies, they related the 

physical properties of the plate to tho size and distribution of the 

inclusions. 

Though many competent invsstigetors gave attention to tho prob- 

lem, the fact remains that, after throe decades of intensive industrial 

exploitation of the chromium plating process, no coherent theoretical 

background explanation for the physical properties of chromium has been 

presented, A similar lack of coherent theory exists as regards tho 

functioning of tho various components of tho chromium plating bath. 

Looking beyond tho immediato field of chromium plating, an iden- 

tical situation exists in the plating, field in general.  The various 

electroplating processes arc significantly intorrolatod.  C'nsidoration 

of the chromium plating process has produced factual information whi^h 

appears equally applicable to other plating processes.  Electroplates 

arc very often observe:] to contain contractile stresses, and, occasion- 

ally, seemingly expansile stresses,  Electroplates vary greatly in 

hardness, grain size, and crystal orientation. Certain spe^ixic materials 

added in small amount to plating baths, and described under the general 

term "brightoners'% produce wide variations in the characteristics of 

plates.  The cathodic process is reversible for certain metals while for 

certain others it is irreversible.  Satisfactory explanations for these 

and many similar phenomena simply have not boon advanced.  It is often 

stated that electroplating io currently undergoing the change from an 

art to a science. Consideration of tho typo of information available 
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in the field leads to the opinion that a considerable elucidation of 

background theory is necessary to complete the yet impending metamor- 

phosis . 

The considerations presented herein are built around two main 

principles:  1.  The phenomena occurring in the chromium plating bath 

under different plating conditicns appear to be closely related to the 

hydrogen ion concentration of the diffusion layer, or "cathode film", 

immediately adjacent to the cathode;  2,  Thu special charucLurisLies 

of chromium plato may bo related to structural changes occurring in tho 

metal during, and after, deposition, A complete chapter is devoted to 

each of theso principles in the later, detailed discussion. 

Tho chromium plating bath in general commercial use consists 

simply of anhydrous chromic acid dissolvad in watyr with a small amount 

of added sulfuric acid,,  The concentration of the solution constituents 

may be varied over a considerable rtngo with satisfactory results in 

terms of a bright, relatively smooth, chromium plate. A satisfactory 

solution might contain 300 g./l. CrOj and 3,00 g./l. HgSO^. More im- 

portant than the tota] concentration of chromic cr sulfuric acids in 

the bath is the weight ratio between those acids.  This ratio, tcrmod 

the "acid ratio"  (CrOj/SQ^, is generally controlled at 80/l, IZfi/l, 

or in the genoral region of theso limits.  Acid ratios considerably 

above ard below thc-oo limits are sometimes used, purposely or inadvert- 

ently, tut arc aeldom r^commo.ided. 

In reneral, commercial uses for cliromium plate have demanded a 

bright nlate above all else Practically all investigators have been 

primarily concerned with studying solution phenomena leading to the pro- 

duction of a bright plate. With cny given plating solution composition. 
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any number of conditions may be set up which will produce a plate which 

is not bright. By deliberately selecting solution compositions and 

plating conditions outside the normal bright ranges, and studying the 

resulting plates, the effects of the various possible composition and 

condition changes have been largaly determined in the present work, 

"Insoluble anodes" composed of antimonial lead are recommended 

for chromium plating.  Pure lead or iron ano^s have been used but are 

loss satisfactory because both are less inert than are lead alloy anodes 

to the chemical environment prevailing in the bath.  Iron anodes also 

seem to lack the desirable properties associated with the load oxide 

coatings formed on lead or loaa alloy anodes during electrolysis of the 

chromium plating bath, 

Tho chromiuri deposited on the cathode is taken directly from the 

plating bath with no anodic replenishment.  Periodic additions of chromic 

acid to tho bath are therefore necessary.  The sulphate concentration 

of the bath is not similarly reduced, the only appreciable losses of 

this constituent being the amount removed from the bath in the solution 

film clinging to the plated work» Such losses are referred to as "drag- 

out" losses.  Periodic chocks are necessary to keep tho acid ratio within 

desired limits. 

Electrolysis of tho chromium plating bath produces several re- 

sults other than tho reduction of chromium to the metallic state. 

Hydrogen is discharged at the cathode and oxygen at the anode.  Chromium 

is also reduced from tho hexavalent to th3 trivalent state at the cath- 

ode, and tho reverse process occurs at the anode.  This partial reduc- 

tion and rooxidation of chromium appears to have an extremely important 

function in the plating process.  The trivalent chromium has boon shown 
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to exist in the plating bath as discrete dispersoid particles of posi- 

tive charge rather than as simple ions.  The bath is thus a colloidal 

system consisting of a dispersoid in an electrolyte rather than a 

simple tra; solution. 

The concentration of trivalent chromium in a bath operating 

under a given set of conditions normally reaches an oquilibrrum value. 

At this equilibrium concentration, the partial reduction of chromium at 

thd  cathode matches the reoxidation proco. d.mr at the anode.  It has boon 

Ehown(2) that lead or load alloy anodes establish an equilibrium concen- 

tration at a considerably lower value than do iron anodes.  This is as- 

cribed to the ox/gen ovcrvoltago characteristics of a lead oxide layer 

which forms on ehe anodes during electrolysis.  The equilibrium concen- 

tration of triva.'ent chromium varies with the relation between the areas 

of anode and cathode being used.  For usual commercial work, the equilib« 

rium concentration is kept as low as possible by making the anode aroa 

several times as large as the cathode area. 

The trivalont dispersoid particles have been considered undesir- 

able in the bath for several reasons.  They reduce the effective ionic 

concentration of the bath and thus reduce the bath conductivity.  In 

this way the plating tank potential drop is increased with an attendant 

decrease in oloctrical efficiency. When the trivalont chromium concen- 

tration of a bath exceeds several per cent of the total chromium in the 

bath, there occurs an appreciable narrov/ing of the range of current 

densities producing a bright plate.  This is a very undesirable effect, 

especially if ehe work being plated is of somewhat complex shape, .and 

therefore do-s not draw a uniform current density over its surfaco. 

In such a case, it is likely that some areas of the work might receive 

a dull, commercially unsatisfactory plate,  
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The effect of cathode current density on the character and ap- 

pearance of the chromium plate is of considerable importance.  A current 

density Just sufficiently high to produce a plate gives a light-colored, 

but milky-appearing plate. A somewhat higher current density produces 

a bright plate.  As the current density is further increased, a value 

is reached at which dull-white deposits arc produced.  These high current 

density, dull deposits are often referred to as ''burnt" plates.  Above 

a certain high current density, all plating ceases.  The range of current 

densities producing bright plates is termed the "bright" plating range. 

The bath tempcraturr has a considerable effect on the bright range.  If 

the temperature is raised, the upper and lower limits of the bright range 

arc both increased and the range is also widened.  This relation con- 

tinues from atmospheric temperatures to a temperature of the order of 

60nC.     At  temperatures near the boiling point of the solution, bright 

plates cannot be produced regardless of the current density used. 

The hardness of chromium plate varies considerably as plating 

conditions are varied.  In general, the conditions producing the 

brightest plate also produce the hardest plate.  Dull plates may be 

produced with an equivalent Brinell hardness of under 400.  Bright 

plates of equivalent Brinell hardness as high as 700 have been produced. 

The physical structure of chromium plate has been studied by 

numerous investigators(3 4 5 g 7).  It has been shown that thin bright 

plates,of the type ordinarily used for decorative applications, (ap- 

proximately 0.00002" in thickness) contain scattered pores reaching 

from the plate surface to the basis metal.  Somewhat thicker bright 

plates are not porous but are cracked, the cracks appearing always to 

extend in a direction normal to the basis metal.  "Chile the decorative 
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plates appear to be ductile to a certain degree, thicker plates of 

0,0005" or more in thickness are extremely brittle.  Metallographic 

examinations of cross-sectioned and etched thick plates have revealed 

that the cracks vary considerably in length and dispersion according 

to the plating conditions used.  In addition, it has been found that 

the cracks are not voids, but are filled with a chromic oxide (prob- 

ably hydrated).  This enclosed chromic hydroxide has been termed 

"inclusions" in the plate.  The form of these inclusions is such that 

tK',y constitute coll-liko walls around sections of plato, the walls 

alv/ays being perpendicular to the basis motal. 

The porosity of thin chromium plato, and the lack of ductility 

in thicker plates, accounts for tho application of deposits of more 

ductil-o, corrosion resisting plates such as copper and nickel under 

chromium plates used for decorative purposes. 

The normal atomic structure of chromium which is stable at 

atmospheric tcroporaturo is the body-centJred cubic arrangement. An 

unstable hexagonal form of chromium was first produced by electrodopj- 

sition tv;o decades ago(a\.  The hexagonal form has since been studies 

to some extent.  It haa been shown that it spontaneously transforms to 

the body-centered cubic arrangement during a relatively short period 

of time,/q  ,n\  The present work has shown the hexagonal form of 

chromium to bo a hydride of general formula CrgH to CrH. Whon a formula 

range is stated in this manner hereafter, the existence of a continuous 

range of formulae between the two limits is implied.  In the present 

case, a composition range is defined between 33 atomic per cent hydro- 

gen and 50 atomic per cent hydrogen 
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A third form of electrodeposited chromium, in the face-centered 

cubic arrangement, has been produced during the present work. This 

form too, is an unstable hydride, decor.iposing to the body-centered cubic 

metallic arrangement spontaneously at atmospheric temperatures.  This 

hydrida is of the general formula CrH to Crl^. 

An important feature of these decompositions is the amount of 

volume shrinkage involved. The specific volur.e of the hexagonal hydride 

is decreased by 15,6 per cent in decomposing to the body-contored cubic 

metallic arrangement, A slightly r.rct.Tcr shrinkage occurs during a 

shift from the face-centered cubic hydride to the body-centered cubic 

form.  This information is calculated from X-ray data. 

In thoso decompositions, and in the solution phenomena produc- 

ing the unstable hydrides, lie the solution to the special character- 

istics of chromium plate.  Here also is provided a clue to the reasons 

for the special characteristics of other plates such as iron and nickel, 

an insight into the mechanism of stress raising in any electroplate, 

and an initial element of factual evidence supporting an established 

hypothesis for the true cause of "metal overvoltage". 

The information presented thus far has boon in the nature of 

background material to prepare the reader for the detailed, argumenta- 

tive chapters to follow.  It is to bo omphasized that while the theo- 

retical aspects of chromium plating, or of most other plating processes, 

are not wall developed in the published literature, a wealth of practical 

and empirical literature exists in the field.  Such a background of in- 

formation is an almost indispensable aid in the development of a compre- 

hensive theory for a process.  Indeed, a fitting tedt for a new theory 

often consists of trying it to explain all existing empirical data 

related to it in any way. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE CHROMIUM PLATINC PROCESS 

( < 

A complex process such as chromium plating is often difficult 

to discuss logically by reason of the interrelation of the various 

factors which contribute to the characteristics if the end product of 

the process,  Oparatinr, conditions of bath temperature and current 

density, alonr with bath concentration in terms of total chromic acid, 

trivalent chromium, sulphate ion, hydrogen ion, and "foreign" ions 

(Fe "r, Ai + + + , etc.) are tho interrelated variables which are to be 

considnrod in this chapter.  Other related problems involve the character 

and function of the bath constituents as they exist during the plating 

process. 

It is usual to present a review of previous work, then an ac- 

count of oxporiments conducted, and finally a discussion of tho xpori- 

ments which ends in tho propounding of a theory.  In this case, it is 

belie','.d that such a presontation would lead to much back thumbing and 

general confusion.  Therefore, 6 i.omploto review of the theory of tho 

chromium plating process as dsvr. dped in the present project w .11 be pre- 

sented first. Following this, experiments in support of the theory will 

bo recounted and discussed.  Tue work of previous investigators will be 

mentioned and discussed wherever appropriate, rather than in a separate 

section. 

The Theory of tho Chromium Plating Prociss 

It is believed that the reduction of chromium ions is actually 

accompliSiiod by hydrogen atoms rather than by direct electron transfer 

from cathode to chromium ion.  Such reduction requires a cathode film  
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p.H within certain pH limits, and a sufficient supply of atomic hydro- 

gen. Fortunately, the factors ^overninir, the pH of the cathode film 

and the supply of atomic hydrogen operate co satisfy both of these con- 

ditions for plating at the same time. 

The hydrogen gas produced at the cathode during many electro- 

lytic processes originates in the water in the electrolyzed bath« The 

water is disscciuted into hydrogun ions and hydroxyi ions.  The posi- 

tively chargrd hydrogen ions (or hydronium ions, if such a concept is 

prefwircdj arc attracted to the cathode (negatively charged elcotrodo) 

and mirrato through tho bath to the cathode. Upon reaching the cathode 

the hydrogen ions receive an electron and become hydrogen atoms. As 

hydrogen atoms are very active, they do not long remain as such in tho 

bath.  Several distinct paths of action arc possible. When tho cathodo 

material is capable of receiving solute hydrogen, a portion of the atomic 

hydrogen generated at tho cathode surface will enter the cathode by dif- 

fusion.  This accounts for but a very small portion of tho hydrogen gen- 

erated in chromium plating. A s. cond possibility is that two hydrogen 

atoms will cone in contact near the cathodo and form a hydrogen molecule. 

Such molecules are relatively inert at ordinary temperatures and tend to 

join together to form gas bubbles which escape near the cathode at tho 

bath, surface,  This process accounts for a major portion of the hydrogen 

generated in chromium plating.  The third possibility is that hydrogen 

atoms will meet positive ions or complex forms t..nd reduce them by trans- 

ferring electrons to them.  Tho result of such electron transfer is that 

the positive ion is reduced to a lower oxidation state and tho hydrogen 

atom- arc "oxidized" to hydrogen ions.  Such hydrogen ions may then bo 

in the same state as when first attracted to the cathode, may be combined 
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with negative ions wrested from the reduced material (such as hydroxyl 

ions) or nay become a part of complex particles formed by some of the 

partially reduced ions.  A considerable portion of the atomic hydrogen 

produced in the chromium plating process follows such paths, 

'.vhen hydrogen ions are discharged at a cathode, the previously 

existing «quilibrium between hydrogen ions and hydrcxyl .ons is upset, 

The hydrogen ion concentration in the vicinity of the cathode is lowered, 

und the hydroxyl ion concentration therefore increases to reestablish 

the equilibrium for the dissociation of watero  This process may be con- 

sidered froa several viewpoints but all will agree that the net effect 

is an increase in the pH of the cathode film (diffusion film surrounding 

the cathode).  Thus, the effect of hydrogen discharge at the cathode is, 

first, to produce a cathode film containing highly reducing atomic hydro- 

gen, and, second, to raise the cathode film pH above that of the solution 

proper. 

The concentration of both atomic hydrogen and hydroxyl ion in 

the cathode film may be increased by impeding diffusion within the cath- 

ode film and the solution proper.  Such a role is assumed by the 

trivalent chromium in the chromium plating bath.  Some of the hexavalont 

chromium in a now chromic acid plating bath is cathodically reduced as 

soon as electrolysis of the bath begins, providing the cell potential 

is above a certain minimum,,  This minimum potential is slightly below 

the bubble potential of the cathode.  The bubble potential of a solution 

is defined as the lowest potential at which a visible evolution of gas 

occurs.  Such reduction is incomplete as it apparently stops at the 

trivalent (chromic) stage.  It is entirely possible that the divalent 

(chromous) stage is reached and that this divalent chromium then reacts 
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with hexavalent chrorr.i'jm to form trivalent chromium from both the higher 

and lower valer, , ^orms.  At any rate, tnralent chromium is produced 

in consider,- ..a quantities in the vicinity of the cathode.  This triva- 

lent chromium forms a complex basic oxide particle v;h.i ch exists in the 

plating bath as a dispersoid.  The bath is thus a colloidal system.  The 

dispersoid is eloctropositively charged and is attracted to the cathode. 

The dispersoid increases the viscosity of the cathode film and 

thus impedes diffusion with and into that film.  In this way, hydrogen 

atoms may exist for a longer timo in the film without contacting other 

hydrogen atoms v.lth which they may combino.  Similarly, the migration 

speed and/or diffusion rato of hydrogen ions moving into the cathode 

area from the solution proper is decreased. Further, tho effective 

cross-sectional area through which hydrogen ions may move to the cathode 

is roiuced by the dispersoid particles which may bo compared to a semi- 

permeable nombrane around the cathode.  Identical considerations apply 

to the migration or diffusion of hydroxyl ions away froir. tho cathode. 

This phenomenon is considered uf lessor importance than the hydrogen ion 

transfer because of the greater transport number of the hydrogen ion, 

Tho pli of tho cathode film may not only be increased by the dis- 

persoid, it nay also be controlled within certain limits by the dispersoid, 

If the rate of rerroval of hydrogen ions (i.e., current density), and tho 

other relevant conditions arc. such that the cathode film pH is increased 

to a value exceeding the isoelectric point of the dispersoid, then the 

dispersoid is repulsed by the cathode and moves awoy from it.  This, in 

effect, destroys tho semipermoable membnne about tho cathode and allows 

free access of hydrogen ions to tho cathode area.  The film pH is soon 

lowered and the mombrano again closes in.  Thus, by a sort of dynamic 
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equilibrium mechanism, the pH of the cathode fi:m is controlled near the 

dispersoid's isoclectric point. 

Other factors also exert an influence on the cathode film pH, 

An incrja-e in chromic acid concentration increases thu viscosity of 

the entire plating bath and therefore favors an increase in cathode 

film pH by lowerins diffusion rates. A decrease of bath temperature 

has the same effect. An increase in the amount of trivalent dispcrsoid 

in the bath also inoroasos the over-all viscosity of the bath. An in- 

crease in current density increases the rate of removal of hydrogen ions. 

This explains the intcrdependoncy of temperature and current density in 

chromium plating.  If the temperature of the bath is changed appreciably, 

a proportionate change in current density is necessary to maintain the 

cathode film pH within proper limits.  The trivalent chromium dispersoid 

membrane can only control the film pH to a certain extent, and the other 

factors of bath temperature, current density, total trivalent chromium 

concentration, and total chromic acid ccnccntration must be maintained 

within certain related limits in order to obtain chromium plates. 

Another important factor in the functioning of thu dispersoid 

membrane remains to bo discussed.  This is the action of the sulphate 

ion.  The main effect of the sulphate ion in the chromium plating bath 

is to reduce the isoelcctri . point of the trivalent chromium dispersoid. 

This, in turn, causes the dispersoid to control the cathode film pH at 

a lower value.  The dispersoid particles strongly adsorb the sulphate 

ion.  This explains why so snail a concentration of sulphate can have 

such an important effect on the functioning of the bath.  It also ex- 

plains why an increase in sulphate concentration serves to counteract 

the effect of toe great a trivalent chromium concentration in the bath. 
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Certain 'foreign" ions vfhich are sometimes added to thn chromium 

■.w^-.fr bath similarly affect the isoelectric point of the dispersoid. 

Among these are Fe++", and Al++ + .  Appreciable additions of these elements 

to the chromium plating bath cause the dispersoid to control the cath- 

ode film pH in the lower portion of the plating range.  Thi? produces 

a milky-appearing, relatively unstressed plate. The physical charac- 

teristics oT such plates are dealt with in the next chapter.  It is 

believed that the Iron or aluminum ions are taken into the trivaler.t 

chromium disporsoid and thus change its properties somewhat in the di- 

rection of lower isoelectric point. 

The reduction of chromium to the purely metallic state (body- 

centered cubic lattice arrangement) occurs only within a very narrow 

cathode film pH range which is at the very bottom of the larger pH 

range within which plates are produced. At an intermodiato film pH, 

the hexagonal close-packed hydride is produced.  At high film pil values, 

the face-centered cubic hydride is produced.  Between these ranges of 

pil values, mixtures of the various plate structures are produced. Figure 

1 illustrates this relation of film pK to plate structure schematically. 

The actual pK values which should bo assigned to the various points on 

the figure are not known.  It is estimated that they range between values 

of 1 to 6, 

The reduction of chromic acid is entirely a stopwiso process 

since it is accomplished by single electron transfer. The first steps, 

from the hexavalont to the trivalent stage, may occur through a 

chromic/chromous couple as illustrated by the equation: 

Cr+6 + 3Cr+2  >-  4Cr+3. 

It is boliovod that trivalent chromium is reduced to the chromous state 
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V    pH HANGE  PRODUCING  ONLY PRODUCTS 
OF HYDROLYSIS 

pH  RANGE  PRODUCING PURE FACE-CENTERED CUBIC 
HYDRIDE  (CrH-CrH2) 

pH RANGE PRODUCING MIXTURE OF HEXAGONAL 
HYDRIDE AND  FACE-CENTERCD  CUBIC   HYDRIDE 

pH RANGE PRODUCING PURE HEXAGONAL 
HYDRIDE   (Cr2H-CrH) 

pH RANGE PRODUCING MIXTURE OF HEXAGONAL 
HYDRIDE AND BODY-CENTERED CL SIC   METAL 

pH RANGE PRODUCING PURELY METALLIC 
CHROMIUM OF BODY-CENTERED CUBIC  STRUCTURE 

pH   OF CHROMIUM PLATING 8ATH 

FIG. I-SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF RELATION BETWEEN 
CATHODE-FILM  pH AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
PLATE PRODUCED IN THE CHROMIUM PLATING 
PROCESS (ACTUAL pH VALUES OF ALL POINTS 
EXCEPT BOTTOM OF SCALE ARE UNKNOWN) 
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within the cathode fil:n by atomic hydrogen.  If any of this chromous 

chromium (probably existing as a hydroxide at the environmental pH) 

cocaoes to the outskirts of the film, it hnr, the opportunity to roduco 

hsravalent chromium. Since the chromous hydroxide is thought to exist 

as positively charged particles, such escape would appear unlikely if 

it were not for the extreme agitation effect of the molecular hydrogen 

ras escaping from the cathode film in bubble form.  Cuch agitation is 

believed sufficient to curry a considerable portion of the chromous 

chromium formed at the cathode to the outside of the cathode film where 

it may contact hcxavalent chromium. 

The mechanism of reduction of chromous to metallic chromium is 

believed to bo through an intermediate hydride stage.  If the pH of the 

cathode film is relatively low, hydrogen atoms reduce the chromous ions 

and combine with the hydroxyl ions wrnstod from the chromium. Any hy- 

dridos formed are unstable to the extent that they break up when the 

chromium atom assumes its proper position in the body-centered cubic 

lattice of the plate.  If the pK of the cathode film is of intermodiato 

value, hydrides of general formula MgH to MH ore formed.  These hydrides 

persist during crystallization of the plato and the resultant structure 

Is the hexagonal close-pucced hydride of chromium, '.Then the cathode 

film pH is high (relatively), hydrides of general formula MH to :.Dfp are 

formed and crystallize as the face-c- ntercd cubic hydride of chromium. 

The theory ends here.  No explanation of the basic reasons for 

the apparent rolation between film pH and the type of plate produced, 

hydriae or otherwise, has yet been developed. Factual evidence in sup- 

port of the theory as given above will now be presented. 
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Experiments in the Electrolysis of Chromic A> id 

Consider an experiment in which a small portion of chromic 

acid solution (250 g«/l. reagent grade Cr03 in HgO) is placed in a 

small beaker and a strip of lead sheet (an anode) is hung in the solu- 

tion along one side of the beaker. Along the opposite side of the 

beaker is hung a lengt.1- of copper wire. After some time the surface 

of the portion of the wire immersed in the solution will be  observed to 

bo brightened.  This brightening is ascribed to chemical attack on the 

wirJ by the chromic acid.  The outer layer of the wire is dissolved, 

exposing a new, clean metal surface. 

If the wire is now made cathodic to the lead anode through an 

oxternal source of potential, a small amount of electrical current passes 

through the solution. As the cell potential is raised, the cell cur- 

rent gradually increases. At a cell potential of the order of 109 

volts, a dark layer is observed to be forming on the cathode surface. 

This layer, or film, appears to increase in thickness for a short time, 

then may bo seen falling away from the cathode toward the bottom of the 

booker as a series of dark, cloud-like, formations. Although these 

dark formations appear always to be falling to the bottom of the boaker, 

no appreciable dark layer builds up on the bottom.  In some manner the 

material is dispersed through the solution, as shown by the gradual 

darkening and loss of transparency in the entire solution.  Periodic 

analysis of the darkened solution shows that the trivalent chromiu. 

concentration is steadily incroasinr,.  It is concluded that the dark 

material is the trivalent chromium dispersoid which is produced by cath- 

odic reduction from the hexavalent state. 
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As the cell potential is further increased, a point is reached 

at which hydrogen gas bubbles begin to form on the cothode.  These 

bubbles slowly grow in size, finally detach themselves from the cathode, 

and rise to the solution surface where they burst.  In this fashion, a 

large portion of the atomic hydrogen produced at the cathode escapes 

from the solution without performing any useful service. A somewhat 

smaller portion is known to penetrate into the cathode in the atomic 

form.  The evolution of hydrogen continues for a time, then rather 

abruptly stops.  The cell amperage, which hud considerably decreased 

when hydrogen evolution began, goes buck to a higher value when hydrogen 

evolution stops.  The cell voltage decreases considerably.  After a 

short period, the evolution of hydrogen begins again, the cell amper- 

age again is reduced in value, and the cell potential is increased 

accordingly.  The non-gassing period is soon repeated, however.  This 

periodic phenomenon goes on for some time.  The upper and lower Mmits 

of cell voltage gradually approach a common midpoint, and the frequency 

of the cycles is increased.  Finally, equilibrium is reached at an inter- 

mediate cell voltage and the evolution of hydrogen proceeds at an inter- 

mediate rate, but continuously.  This type of periodic performance has 

been studied by various investigators.  The conclusion appears to be that 

a continuous film of some sort tends to form on the cathode, then breaks. 

The nature of the film is a matter of considerable speculation.  This 

will be discussed in more detail in o later chapter.  The existence of 

o surface film on the cathode ;hich has reached equilibrium after a num- 

ber of periodic cycles can be substantiated by a few simple tests.  Such 

a cathode may be removed from the solution, allowed to dry, and exposed 

to the air for 24 hours, "«'ihen reintroduced into the solution, it will 
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still exhibit equilibrium characteristics.  However, if it is now wiped 

briskly with a dry towel, and reintroduced into the solution, the 

periodic performance again may be produced.  Thus, the existence of a 

fairly stable, but easily abraded, film is established.  Identical re- 

sults are obtained when an iron cathode is substituted for the copper 

cathode in this apparatus. 

If the cell potential is raised to just above the potential 

range producing the periodic phenomenon, either while the periodicity 

is occurring or with a fresh cathodo which hos  not undergone tho peri- 

odic performance, the evolution of hydrogen at tho cathode is continuous, 

and the cathodo is brightened.  This brightening occurs more rapidly than 

that occurring wh^n no current is flowing.  It is believed that tho 

atomic hydrogen released at the wire cathode surface qrickly reduces any 

metal oxides or other compounds present, thus brightening tho surface 

almost instantaneously,  Ho metal deposits are produced at this cell 

potential or b'dow it.  In fact, the metal appears to suffer extremely 

rapid attack from the plating solution at this potential. Regardless 

of Gtatements in tho literature that deposits should be produced at or 

below the potential at which gas evolution begins, tho fact remains 

that no deposits arc obtained. 

A further increase in coll potential does produce a metal de- 

posit in addition to more rapid ras evolution.  The first deposit is 

thin and gray appearing. Attempts to build it to greater thickness by 

prolonged c]ectrolysis only serve to cover it with a black coating. 

This black coating has been described as an oxide or hydroxide.  The 

present work indicated that it is the faco-centorod cubic .rydride. Fur- 

ther increases in cell potential produce plates in which only the black 

hydride is visible. 
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Addition of sufficient HnSO^ to the solution to bring the acid 

ratio (003/304) to lOO/l produces different results.  The periodic per- 

formance is repeal i at approximately the same cell potential as before, 

and a simi" ir  range of potential exists within which hydrogen is evolved 

and no metal deposition occurs. However, when the potential is raised 

to the point at which metal deposition does occur, the deposition con- 

tinues uninterrupted, and thick deposits may bo produced. As mentioned 

in the previous chapter, dull, bright, and again dull deposits arc pro- 

duced as the coll potential is successively raised.  The sulfato ion "hus 

has an extremely important effect in the chromium plating solution, 

whon a now plating solution is prepared, it is reddish-brown 

colored and reasonably transparent, so that things occurring at anodes 

and cathodes hung in the solution may be observed.  After a short period 

of use, howuvar, the solution becomes darker and opaque so that objects 

within the bath cannot be scon.  This opacity is caused by the trivalent 

chromium disporsold particles produced in the bath. While those particles 

are sufficiently small to be difficult, or impossible, to detect with 

the ultramicroscope, they are sufficiently large to interrupt the passage 

of light through the solution. As previously montioncd, the dispersoid 

particles are eloctropositively charged.  Their electric charge and the 

Brownian movement evidently serves to keep them widely dispersed in the 

bath.  The fact that these dispersoid particles appear in the chromium 

plating bath in appreciable concentration very soon after plating begins, 

indicates that their concentration near the place of their origin, the 

cathode surface, must be considerable at the very beginning of metal depo- 

sition.  Kasnor(2) made a detailed study of these dispersoid particles 

and of their behavior under various conditions.  The present knowledge 
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of the character and composition of the dispersoid particles is, for 

the most part, a ^esult of that study. 

The Reduction of Chromic Acid by Atomic Hydrogen 

A Lucite cell was constructed, then sawed in two equal parts. 

The parts were then cemented back togethei with a nickel foil membrane 

placed at the cement joint.  Thus, the cell was divided into two com- 

partments by the nickel foil. The foil consisted of electrolytic nickel, 

0,0012" thick, A steel strip was placod in one compartment near the end 

of the coll.  This compartmont was fillod to within a half inch of the 

top with a SO g./l« NaoCOg solution,  Tho opposite compartmont was filled 

to the same lovol with unused chromium plating solution (300 g./lo re- 

agent gradeCrOg, 3 g./l. H2SO4). The volume of solution in each compart- 

ment was thi-n  approximately 17 cc. Tho foil area in contact v/ith the 

solutions was approximately 1^- sq, in, on each side.  Figure 2 illustrates 

the coll setup, Tho steel strip in tho sodium carbonate solution com- 

partmont was made anodic and the nickel foil cathodic.  The cell amperage 

was controlled so that the cathode current density was in tho range be- 

tween 0,75 and loO amps./sq. in.  This produced a rapid evolution of 

gaseous hydrogen at the foil cathode and of oxygen at the steel anode. 

The current also produced a considerable heating effect iu the electro- 

lyzed compartment. After about an hour, tho temperature held steady at 

60CC. A color change in the chromic acid solution was noted soon after 

tho experiment was begun.  The solution gradually darkened and, after 

an hour, was as coffee colored and opaque as a used plating solution, 

Tho electrolysis was continued for eight hours.  The chromic acid solu- 

tion was then pipetted from tho coll and analyzed for trivalcnt chromium. 
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Ten anc nine-tenths per cent of the total chromium in the bath was in 

the trivalent state.  Only a negligible amount of trivalent chromium 

existed in the solution initially put into the cell. 

This experiment is presented as proof of the fact that chromium 

can be reduced from the hexavalent to trivalent state by atomic hydrogen» 

The only reducing agent present in the chromic acid compartment was 

atomic hydrogen which diffused through the nickel foil to reduce the 

chromic acid at the foil-chromic acid solution interface, Vihethor or 

not the chromium was reduced to the divalent state, then reoxidized to 

the trivalent state by the chromic/chrcinous couple mechanism is an unan- 

swarod question.  The pH at the foil solution interface must be even 

lower than that of the solution proper bocause of the hydrogen atoms dif- 

fusing through the foil and being changed to hydrogen ions when they re- 

linquish electrons to chromium ions. Under such acid conditions, it is 

doubtful that chromous ions could exist for any appreciable length of 

time. 

The Production of the Hexagonal Hydride of Chromium 

Several authors/„ ,-) defined conditions under which a hexagonal 

(sic) form of chromium was produced.  Thoy did not realize that the 

hexagonal form was other than a pure motal.  In both cases, the chromium 

bath was reduced by an addition of sugar or other reducing agents so 

that the trivalent chromium conenntrntion of the bath was much higher 

than ever used in commercial operations.  In the one cuso^g), a bath 

formula was given involving the addition of 10 g./l. of cane sugar to 

a 600 g./l. chromic acid solution with an acid ratio (CrOg/SO^) of 163/1. 

By following these instructions for bath preparation, it has been found 
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that aporoxiinately 12 per cent of the chromium in the bath is reduced to 

the trivalent state.  Electrolysis of this bath at a temperature of 18CC, 

and at a current density of 1.3 amps./sq, in. was recommended to produce 

the hexagonal structure.  In the other case/^)» "the condition established 

for the production of hexagonal (?) chromium was the presence cf over IB 

per cent of the bath chromium in the trivalent state.  In this case, the 

acid ratio (CrOg/SC^) was 47/1.  The current density used was 0.7 amp,/ 

sq, in. and the bath temperature was 160C,  It is noteworthy that in 

both cases the bath temperature was kept lev;. The difference in total 

chromic acid, sulphate additions and per cent of reduced chromium in the 

baths is also significant. 

A bath was prepared containing 251 g./l. CrO with an acid ratio 

of approximately lOO/l. Sugar was added untiJ 24.6 per cent of the bath 

chromium was reduced to the trivalent state.  The bath was cooled to 

various temperatures belov; 10oC. and plates were produced at various cur- 

rent densities. The samples so produced were X-rayed soon after plating. 

The data obtained are given in Chart 1,   (Bath No. 2).  The hexagonal hy- 

dride of chromium was produced from this bath,but extreme difficulty was 

experienced in trying to obtain thick plates considered suitable for 

metallographic studies.  Inmost cases, the plates obtained on continued 

electrolysis were dark and covered with a black layer.  Bright plates were 

obtainable in thin layers only, as produced by a few minutes electrolysis, 

Metallographic examination of some hexagonal plates prepared from 

this bath rovealod discrete crystal forms oriented with respect to the 

basis metal. Apparently the C-axis of each of the crystals was perpen- 

dicular to the basis metal.  The basal planes at the plate surface wore 

bounded at the corners by many 60° and 120° angles, as shown in a photo- 

I micrograph of a typical sample (Figure 3), This sample was heated to 
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Gomments 

1 359 _ 
"* 5.6 100 

I 
Conventional chro-räum plating 
batli. A definite increase 
in hardness of plate with 
increase in thickness of 
plate was noted,  Bath tem- 
perature 50 0C. 

2 251 130 98 32 24.R 2.5 100 
1 

Narrow bright range at approxi- 
mately 0o12 amps./sq. in, for 
short plating cycles. Longer 
plating times at this C,D. 
produced grayish hexagonal 
plate. 
T = 0oC. to 10oC. 

3 289 151 108 43 2 5.9 2.34 123 
1 

Narrow bright current density 
range at approximately 0,1 
amp./sq. in.  No hexagonal 
deposits obtained. 
T = 20oC. + 2' 

4 276 144 107 37 25.8 5.05 50 
1 

Narrow bright range between 
0,2 and 0.25 amps./sq. in. 
No hexagonal deposits 
obtained. 
T = 20oC, i  2° 

5 256 134 92 42 31.2 4.02 64 
1 

Bright range from 0.15 to 0,25 
amps./sq. in.  No hexagonal 
deposits obtained. 
T = 20oC. + 2° 

G 

  i 

256 133 111 

1 

22 16.5 4.81 55 
1 

Ho bright range found.  Gray 
plates with scattered bright 
areas produced.  No hexagonal 
deposits, 
T = 20oC, + 2° 
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CHART  I   (Continued) 
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Pi 
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•H 
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< Con-jaents 

7 570 296 27 Z 24- e.i 5790 97 
1 

Clear white plates in current 
density range from 0,1 to 
0,4 amps./sq. in.  No hexa- 
gonal plates obtained. 
T = 0oC. to 20oC. 

8 575 3Ü0 256 44 14.5 5.86 
1 

Gray-white deposits obtained  , 
at high current densities of 
1.5 to 7 amps./sq. in. 
Bright deposit obtained at 
0,5 amps./sq. in.  Gray plates 
peeled leaving bright, thin 
layer of plate on the basis 
metal. 
T = 50C. to 10'C. 

9 631 318 239 79 24,7 6.00 105 
1 

Bright range between 0,1 and 
0,6 anps./sq. in, for plating 
times 10 minutes.  Long time 
plate at 0,2 anp./sq. in, 
gave gray-white plate. 
Higher current densities 
produced brown film on gray 

1 plate. 
l T = 50C. to 10oC, 

10 587 305 281 

i 

24 7.9 3.00 196 
1 

Very white plates at current 
densities from 0,3 to 0,6 
amps./sq, in. All plates 
produced at temperatures 

l 
1 below 12"C. were completely 

1 hexagonal. 

i     !     i j T = 0oC. to 34CC, 

No-t '-&:  T j jiven for each bath 
igo investigated. 

indica tcs temperature or tomperaturo 
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Unetched Surface 49457 

Figure 3.  Surface of chromium plate produced as hexagonal 
hydride of large crystal size.  Photographed after heating 
in oven at 150 C. for 45 minutes.  This decomposed the hydride 
and caused formation of the cracks visible in the photograph. 
Note crack through crystal indicated by arrow.  Note also 
60 and 120" angles in boundaries of many of the crystals. 
The structure was body-centered cubic as photographed und the 
observed crystals represent pseudomorphs of the prior hexagonal 
structure. 
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150oC, for 45 minutes in an air oven to complete the transformation to 

the body-centered cubic form. Cracks visible in the crystal faces are 

the result of the shrinkage attendant to the decomposition of thd hy- 

drido. The hexagonal forms remain as pseudomorphs regardless of body- 

centered cubic structure existing when photographed. 

Other samples produced from this bath were more finely crystal- 

line. Electrolysis for twelve or more hours under carefully controlled 

conditions was necessary to produce large crystals of perfect orientation. 

A number of variations of total chromic acid, triva..ent chromium, 

and sulfato iDU in the bath wore then used in an attempt to obtain more 

satisfactory hexagonal chromium deposits.  The data obtained are summarUod 

in Chart I (öath Nos. 3 to 10, inclusive). As annotated, a number of the 

baths wero operated at temperatures near 20oC,  It was hoped to obtain 

hexagonal plates at such temperatures and relieve experimental difficulties 

experienced in maintaining baths at lower temperatures for long plating 

periods, 

A bath (No. 10 of Chart I) was prepared containing 587 g./l. CrOg 

(600 g./l. intended) and sulphate to give an acid ratio 196/l (200/1 in- 

tended).  Sugar was added in the amount of 10 g./l.  This reduced about 

12 per cent of the bath chromium to the trivalent state.  This bath was 

similar to Bath No, 2 in that cooling to 120C. or below was necessary to 

be sure of producing a hexagonal structure.  Higher temperatures produced 

mixtures of hexagonal and body-centered cubic structures as before.  Tho 

type of structures produced at a given tomDoraturo below 120C. was found 

to bo somewhat dependent on the current  nsity.  Low current density 

produced some body-centered cubic chromium in an otherwise hexagonal piate, 

even when all other conditions favored tho hexagonal structure,  when tho 
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current density v;as increased, u  purely hexagonal plate ».ras produced. 

These plates were white, could be built to any desired thickness at good 

plating spaedj and were satisfactory in every v.-ay for study. After a 

number of sarplos had been plated from this bath, the Cr+^ content had 

been reduced to 7,9 per cent of the total Cr content as noted in the 

chart. 

In all of thJSP cases, the surfaces of the plates, v/hich were from 

one to several thousandths of an inch in thickness, "'ere X-rayed on c.n 

X-ray spectrometer to determine the structure pre ;ent.  The X-raying was 

dorn within an hour after plating in each case, as the hexagonal hydrido 

is liable to decompose spontaneously to the bodycenterod cubic metal 

form within a relatively short time after plating.  The first layer of 

plate to be deposited was studied in several samples by dissolving off 

the brass basia metal slug with nitric acid and X-raying the surface of 

the plate formerly in contact with the basis metal. In all cases, this 

rear surface of tli. plats was found to bo body-centered cubic even though 

the front surface v.aj hexagonal.  Samples were then produced under the 

identical conditions of bath Komposition, temperature, and current density, 

producing a hexagonal plate on continued pla+xng.  The plating was inter- 

rupted after three minutes and the samples X-rayed as soon as possible; 

This involved a period of approximately 30 minutes till the X-ray work was 

completed.  The plate so produced '.'.ras entirely body-centered cubic.  This 

led to the conclusion that the plates produced r'; low pH, before the cath- 

ode film has reached an equilibrium at a higher pH value, are always body- 

centered cubic in structure. 

At this point, it v/ould seem that hexagonal plates are favored 

by an increase in chromic acid concentration, an increase in trival  b 
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chromium concentration v/lthin limits, u decrease in bath temperature, an 

increase in current density, and a decrease in sulphate concentration. 

Of these, the changes in chromic acid concentration, trivalent chromium 

concentration, and temperature, may be interpreted as favoring a high 

cathode film pH by increasing the viscosity of the plating bath and im- 

pedinr; diffus ion. An increase in current density may be interpreted as 

favoring an increased cathode film pH by removing hydrogen ions from tho 

film at an increased rate.  The effect of the sulphate is not so easily 

interpreted in physical terms.  It is only possible to say that a decrease 

in sulphate ion concentration has the same effect as factors tending to 

increase tho bath viscosity.  It is not at once apparent that the presence 

or absence of a small addition of sulphate ion in the bath could have any 

appreciable effect on tho bath viscosity.  Therefore this possibility is 

laid aside. 

Some vincosity moasureraents v/ere conducted on chromic ocid soiu». 

tions to supply definite information on this score.  These data v/oro used 

to plot tho curve shown in Figure 4, Although throe points are considered 

insufficient to use for plotting o curve vrlth any degree of accuracy, a 

curve has boon drawn with tho limitations of the data in mini.  Tho most 

concentrated of the solutious was partially reduced by an addition of cano 

sugar. After several days, 8.8 per cent of the chromium in the solution 

was reduced to tho trivalent stcto.  Some evaporation had occurred.  The 

solution was carefully diluted back to tho original total chromium con- 

centration, Tho viscosity of the reduced solution was then measured and 

found to bo considerably increased over tho viscosity cf the same solution 

before tho reduction occurred.  The results of these measurements are also 

indicated in Figure 4, 
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Another experiment was conducted in which a 250 g./l. solution 

of commercial chromic acid was electrolyzed at temperatures between 

4° and 8°Ce     Since the sulphate present in the commercial acid as im- 

purity was just under 0.1 per cent, the acid ratio in this bath was ap- 

proximately lOOo/l.  The current density was held between 0.4 and 0.G 

amp./sq. in.  The plate produced was dark and rough. X-rayed nine hours 

after removal from the bath, it was found to be composed of a mixture of 

hexagonal-and body-centered cubic structures with the hexagonal probably 

predominating (as deduced from the relative strengths of the lines on 

the X-ray pattern). 

This experiment confirmed the opinion that trivalent chromium and 

sulphate ion in the bath have opposite effects.  A bath containing a 

normal (for bright commercial plating) sulphate ion concentration will 

produce a hexagonal plate only when the trivalent chromium content is 

high.  If the sulphate content is lowered, the trivalent chromium content 

may also bo lowered and the hexagonal plate still obtained. 

The Production of the Face-Centered Cubic Hydride of Chromium 

A solution containing 911 g./l. CrOg with a 300/1 acid ruLio was 

prepared.  Ten g./l. of sugar was added to this bath.  Approximately five 

per cent of the chromium was thus reduced to the trivalent state.  Samples 

plated from this bath at temperatures below 50C, and at current densities 

of approximately O.S amp./sq. in. produced an X-ray spectrometer pattern 

different than either the hexagonal-or body-centered cubic forms. After 

a 17-hour interval, -n X-ray rattern was obtained containing the 

lines of body-centered cubic chromium in addition to the unidentifiea 
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lines.  It became evident that the plate was changing to the bod/- 

centered cubic form.  The previously unidentified linos were found to be 

those of a face-centered cubic structure with a lattice parameter (a0) 

of 3.84 A.   It was concluded that a second unstable structure of chrom- 

ium ht-i been produced in addition to the hexagonal form. The information 

leading to the conclusion that this and the hexagonal structure are both 

hydrides will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Reinspection of the X-ray patterns for all the hexagonal samples 

X-rayod previously revealed that many of these contained the first strong 

line of the face-centered cubic pattern. Failure of additional lines of 

this pattern to appear, and the proximity of the line obtained to a 

possible line of the hexagonal pattern,had caused a f; xlure to interpret 

these X-ray patterns properly in the first analysis.  Indications of face- 

centerod cubic structure in addition to the hexagonal structure were thus 

id ntified in some plates from Bath No. 2.  of Chart I, and in tho plate 

from the 250 g./l. solution of commercial chromic acid with no sulphate 

addition (lOOO/l acid ratio bath).  The plates from the latter bath con- 

tained body-centered cubic chromium us well as the two hydride forms. 

Consideration of these facts lends to the conclusion that the conditions 

producing the face-centered cubic plate are simply more extreme cases of 

the conditions producing tho h.-xagonal plate.  In other words, a cathode 

film of olevatod pH produces a hexagonal plate and a cathode film of 

more elevated pH produces a face-centered cubic plate. 

A bath prepared with 1021 g./l. CrOg, and with an acid ratio of 

approximately 300/l was reduced with sugar in the amount of 20 g./' 

Seven and four-tenths per cent of the bath chromium was thus reduced to 

the trivalent state.  Samples plated from this bath were entirely face- 
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centered cubic and had a smoother, more lustrous, surface than previous 

face-centered cubic plates.  The color was still black, however.  These 

plate surfaces were extremely scratch resistant.  These plates were 

comparatively stable structurally and were held for approximately a week 

at laboratory temperature before any evidence of decomposition of the 

hydride was detectable by X-ray tests.  The performance of this bath 

further boars out the idea that a high cathode film pH favors a face-cen- 

terod cubic structure — and the hifher the pH the more stable the 

structure, 

Factual information which led to the construction of Figure 1 has 

now bec-n presented, 

Exporimonts Concerning the Effect of oulphate 

Kasper/-, \ proposed a theory for the action of sulphate in the 

chromium plating bath which involved a reduction of the e]eotrophoretic 

velocity of the trivalent dispersoid and a coagulating effect on the 

dispersoid collected at the cathode.  He made extensive studios of the 

character of the dispersoid and much of the present knowledge concerning 

this material is based on his work.  He showed experimentally that the 

isoelectric point of tht, dispersoid is about 6(pH of 6) when no sulphate 

exists in its environment.  He also shewed that the elcctrophoretic 

velocity of the dispersoid is considerably reduced by small amounts of 

sulphate ion, A perusal of the literature on colloidal systems indicates 

that when the oloctrophoretin velocity of a positively charged dispersoid 

is reduced, the isoelectric point of the dispersoid is reduced at tne 

same tine(4).  If such reasoning is applied to the sulphate-trivalent 
i ! 
'   chromium dispersoid relation,   the  concept of  cathode   film pH control  by 

I.  
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the dispersoid operating at its isoelectric point is the logical result. 

In the experiments thus far described, the acid ratio was fixed 

at or between the limits of 49/l and lOOO/l, An acid ratio of 20/l was 

selected as a proper extreme in the direction of high sulphate concentra- 

tion, A 250 g./l« CrO, bath was prepared and the sulphate concentration 

odjusted to 12o5 g./l«  Plates produced from this bath at atmospheric 

temperature and below were found to peel.  The peeling was not from the 

basis metal, howevGr,  A thin chromium plate always remained on the basis 

metal.  The overlying plate peeled from this initial layer.  The plates 

were always entirely body-centered cubic, bright to dull-white, and ex- 

tremely hard. Plates produced at temperatures above atmospheric showed 

less tendency to peel. 

It appears that the effect of sulphate concentration of the bath 

on the type of deposits is •just as specific as the effect of current 

density, of trivalunt clu'omiura concentration, or of total chromic, acid 

concenorution.  Baths low in sulphate ion concentration produced compar- 

atively stable hydrides when electrolyzed under proper conditions«,  Baths 

higl; in sulphate concentration produced extremely unstable hydrides when 

elcctrolyzod under similar conditions. 

Cross-sectioned, polisned, and etched samples of plate produced 

from the baths of various sulphate ion concentration revealed that the 

inclusions in the plate grow shorter and more numerous as the sulphate 

concentration increases.  The length of the inclusions is taken as a di- 

rect indication of the amount and relative stability of the hydride orig- 

inally dipositod. Tho'So structural considorations are more fully discussed 

in the next chanter. 
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Tho theory for the action of sulphate in the bath is now sup- 

ported by factual evidence. First, a higher than normal sulphate concen- 

tration in the plating bath causes plates similar to those produced from 

cathode films of relatively low pH, Second, the sulphate ion is strongly 

adsorbed by the trivalent chromium dispersoid. Third, the dispersoid is 

electropositively charged in strong acid media. Fourth, adsorbed sulphate 

ion reduces the electrophoretic velocity of the dispersoid and from this 

may be considered to reduce the isoelectric point of the dispersoid. 

No tests of the effect of "foreign" ions such as Fe+++ and Al+++ 

in the chromium plating bath were made during the present work.  However, 

from the descriptions of such plates in the literature/g g) and by appli- 

cation of the principles of colloid chemistry, a satisfactory explanation 

of the role of those foreign ions in the bath may be developed. 

In high-temperature plating (850C, or above) the presence of con- 

siderable concentrations of Fo+++ or Al+++ in the bath is said^o to favor 

1 soft plates. This is interpreted as favoring a low cathode film pH so 

that the proportion of body-centered cubic chromium in the plate is in- 

creased and the grain siec is increased.  In plating at more normal bem- 

pcraturos/gs, approciablo concentrations of those "foreign" ions are said 

to produce "milky", soft, and relatively ductile plates.  Such plates arc 

producible from an ordinary bath at the very lowest limit of current 

density at which any plate at all is obtained.  Therefore, a lev/ cathode 

film pH is again indicated.  It is commonly boiieved that colloidal particles 

are often intermediate between the properties of either of the components. 

Such is definitely known to bo the case for certain iron and chromium com- 

binations.  The view here taken is that both iron and aluminum ions tend 

to combine with the trivalent chromium dispersoid and reduce the isoeloctric 
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point of the dispersoid»  In this way the pH of the cathode film is con- 

trolled at a lever value when the "foreign" ions are present in the bath. 

The Trivalent Salt Chromium Plating Baths 

While a very limited amount of experimental work; was done with 

trivalent salt chromium plating baths during the present investigation, 

some obvious shortcomings of this type of bath may be pointed out.  The 

low cathode efficiency and the reduction from the hexavalenc state in- 

herent in the chromic acid bath are incentives to the search for a more 

efficient process.  If chromium could be reduced from a trivalent salt 

bath, the necessary valence change would require only half the electrical 

energy required to reduce hexavalent chromium. With othr;.r conditions 

properly held within reasonable limitf, an increase in cathode officiency 

might also be possible and a considerable increase in electrical effici- 

ency would be assured. Attempts to formulate a satisfactory trivalent 

salt bath have thus far been unsuccessful. 

Apparently, hero, as in the chromic acid bath, the cathode film 

pH is the important factor,  Trivalent salts, and the various mineral and 

organic acids used in bath formulae to dato, do not control the cathode 

film pH at a sufficiently low value to allow continued plating.  The true 

test of a plating bath is its stability on continued electrolysis, Triva- 

lent salt chromium baths do not appear to "wear" well under this tost. 

Glowing fir.'t reports of results with trivalent salt baths have been given 

on the basis of platos produced during electrolysis periods of a few min- 

utes.  However, a half-hour plate is usually found to bo a black or 

greenish mess.  Often the bright plate deposited during the first minutes 

of plating dissolves or falls off on continued electrolysis. A green or 
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black hydroxide layer or precipitate on or around the cathode shows that 

the cathode film has become so alkaline that hydrolysis of the chromium 

salts lias taken place. 

The importance of the strong acidity of the chromic acid bath 

is thus emphasized. The dynamic equilibrium between the hydrogen ion 

content of the cathode film and of the solution proper is the key to 

the success of this bath.  It would appear that a similar equilibrium 

must be established in any successful tr:valent salt bath. 

Discussion of the Theory 

The theory for chromium plating elucidated at the beginning of 

the chapter is partially new and partially a farther development of pre« 

viously presented theories, Kaspar/-, 7 „s, Liebrich, .^ and Rogers,  > 

ar-j each responsible for portions o^ ^h^ theory,  Kasper's work was of 

use mainly in that a detailed study was made of the nature and properties 

of the trivalont dispersoid in the bath. He also suggested the importance 

of the cathode film pH in the production of bright plates or of any plates 

at ail,  Liebrich's contribution is less tangible. Vvhile his paper is 

in the nature of a g8no;ral discussion of cathodic phenomena and gives 

few definite suggestions concerning any strong points of the present theory, 

general support of the concept of the reduction by hydrogen and the iso- 

electric porformanco of the dispersoid is there found, Rogers further 

emphasized the importance of the cathode film pH,  Rogers' outstanding 

contribution was the view that atomic hydrogen is responsible for the re- 

duction of chromium«  Ho also made passing mention of a belief that high- 

current d nsity plating produced chromium hydrides.  Howeverj, the only 

evidonce presented to support this belief was the fact that chromium 
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plate contains large quantities of hydrogen. It is believed that all of 

Rogers' plates, as he saw them, were body-centered cubic in structure and 

contained hydrogen in entrapped rather than combinod form. 

Aside from the helpful portion of Kasper's work, much was said 

in his papers, and in Kasper ond Blum's/,-,^ criticism of Rogers' paper, 

which unfortunately discredited Rogers' work. Kasper flatly stated that 

the reduction of hexavalent chromium to the trivalent state by atomic 

hydrogen is thermodynanically impossible.  The present work confirms 

Rogers' opinion to the contrary, Kasper's third paper/g\ -was devoted to 

a supposed proof that chromium is cathodically reduced directly from the 

hexavalent to the metallic states.  This conclusion was based on the ex- 

perimentally determined fact that iron, copper,, cadmium, zinc, and nickel 

can exist in the chromium plating bath in the ionic form and not be de- 

posited in proforenco to chromium. The false reasoning from this point 

arose from a failure to recognize the possibility that such simple ions 

might exist in the bath proper but not in the cathodo film. 

The concept tha-; the plate structure varies with cathode film pH 

is probably a logical outgrowth of the previous work, once the fact that 

the structures can vary is prösento^, Hovrovor, this outgrowth is a product 

of the present work and therefore is now material.  The concept of the 

function of the sulphate ion und  the so-called "foreign" ions in the bath 

is entirely new, although it is supported as much by Kasper's work as by 

the present investigation.  This concept may represent the weakest part 

of the theory and will most certainly be atta.-iced.  The weakness lies in 

the indirect nature of the proof material rather than in a lack of agree- 

ment with any observed or theoretical facts. 
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The strongest attacks are expected on the concept of reduction 

by atomic hydrogen. This is true, not because of any weakness in the 

theory but rather because the theory is so far departed from the now 

accepted ideas. It is fortunate that the experimental evidence very 

strongly supports this portion of the theory. 

The theory heroin developed should prove useful in future at- 

tempts to improve the chromium plating process, and also should bo 

amenable to limited extension to other plating processes.  The present 

work has brought the theory of chromium plating to the point where it 

explains this empirically developed process as used commercially.  Future 

improvements in the process may be hoped for by following paths of in- 

vestigation indicated by the basic theory now available.  The possibility 

of extension of the theory to other plating processes is discussed in a 

later chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE METALLURGICAL ASPECTS OF CHROMIUM PLATE 

The hydrides of Chromium 

As previously stated, chromium plate may be deposited as a body- 

centered cubic metallic structure, as a hexagonal hydride, and as a faoe- 

centered cubic hydride.  Both hydrides contain the hydrogen as inter- 

stitial ;toms in a metal a bom lattice.  Data based on X-ray and chemical 

enaxysis ure now offered as proof of the existence of these hydrides. 

TatLe I gives data obtained by calculation and experiment. X-ray 

equipment used in obtaining the experimental data was an X-ray spec- 

trometer as described by Friödtnan/-,-u Approximately 250 samples of p^.ate 

wire produced during this investigation and most of these were X-rayed 

from 1 to 10 times to identify their initial structures and any structural 

changes occurring after the initial determination.  Sample A of Table I 

was plated in the hexagonal hydride structure.  After an X-ray examina- 

tion, the sample was treated for an hour in an oven at 150 C.  Upon re- 

examination by X-ray, it was found that the plate was entirely body- 

centcred cubic.  Sample B was plated in the facc-contjred cubic hydride 

structure as shown by X-ray examination immediately after plating.  After 

an oven treati.unt at 150 C. for an hour, this plate too had changed to 

the body-centrred cubic atomic arrangement.  In other experiments, the 

rate of decomposition of a given sample of chromium hydride was found to 

depend on its relative stability, üS influenced by plating conditions, 

and on the ambient temperature after the sample was removed from the 

plating bath.  The decomposition at atmospheric temperature was observed 

to continue for from thrct. to eight weeks in specific cases studied. 
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The lattice dimensions öf hexagonal (now known to be the hexag- 

onal hydride) chromium are given in the literature^) as a = 2,7l(7)A 

and c = 4.41(6)A.  The face-centered cubic strv- :ure has a lattice 

parameter a0 = 3.85A.* The distances between centers of adjacent chrom- 

ium atoms in both of these structures is approximately 2.712A.** The 

lattice parameter of body-centered cubic chronium is given in the lit- 

erature as ti0 = 2.87(6)A.  The distance between centers of adjacent atoms 

in this structure is 2.492(9)A.  The coordination number of & given 

atomic arrangement is defined as the number of equidistant atom neighbors 

each atom possesses.  For the body-centered cubic arrangement, the co- 

ordination number is 8.  For the face-centered cubic and hexagonal 

close-packed arrangements, the coordination number is 12, 

Considering the atoms of chromium to bo of sufficient size to 

just make contact with euch of their neighbors in each of the three 

structures, the atomic radius of the body-centered cubic chromium is then 

1.24+A and th atomic radius of chromium in the fuce-cent&red cubic or 

hexagonal structures would be approximately 1.35+A.  It is well established 

that the atomic radius of a given element is dependent on the type of 

structure in which the element appears.  Goldschmidt(g) developed the 

principle that the atomic radius decreases as the number of close neigh- 

bors which the atom possesses is decreased.  This decrease is given as 3 

pur cent for a ch.mge of coordination number from 12 to 8,  If this is 

correct, then one or the other of the atomic radii values given above as 

calculated from lattice constants must be incorrect.  1.35 dimished by 

♦Note: Refer to Appendix for calculations leading to this figure. 
**Note: The hexagonal structure has 6 atoms at a distance of 2.709A 

from any given atom, and 6 more atoms at 2.717A.  This dif- 
ference is so small that the structure is here discussed as 
an ideal close-packed one. 
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3 per cent (X 0.97) is 1.31A which would be expected for the atomic radius 

of chromium of coordination number 8.  On the other hand 1.24A x 1.03 is 

1.28A which might be expected to be the atomic radius of chromium with a 

coordination number of 12.  Clearly there is a discrepancy in the theory 

or in the lattice constants. 

Westgren/^\ reviewed the literature concerning the structures 

of alloys containing chromium and the other transition elements.  The 

collected data presented show that, within certain atomic size re- 

strictions, the transition elements combine with the metalloids, hydro- 

gen, boron, carbon, or nitrogen, to form interstitial alloy? of simple 

structure.  The size restriction requires that the ratio of the atomic 

radii, R metalloid:?, metal,  be less than 0.59.  If this ratio is over 

0,59, the. structures assumed are complex.  The interstitial positions of 

the metalloid atoms in the metal atom lattice are determined by the size 

of the interstitial openings in the lattice and the size of the metalloid 

otoms.  In general, hydrogen atoms arc believed to occupy the second 

largest openings in the lattice.  Metal-hydrogen combinations of the 

general formula MH to MHg crystallize in the face-centered cubic, atomic 

arrangement with metal atoms at the normal corner and face-centered po- 

sitions of the unit cell.  The hydrogen atoms then occupy half of the 

second largest interstitial openings to form a zincblende type structure 

(Figure 5) for the formula MH, and all of the second largest interstitial 

openings to form a fluoritc type structure (Figure 6) for the formula 

MH2. 

Metal-hydrogen combinations of the formula MgH to MH tend to 

crystallize in the hexagonal close-packed arrangement.  Here too, the 

hydrogen atoms occupy the second largest interstices in .he lattice, 
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c« 
Figure 5.  Zincblende type 
structure (taken from Westgren, 
Jnl. Franklin Inst., 212, (1931), 
577).  The face-centered cubic 
hydride of chromium may assume 
this structure, the circles 
representing the chromium atoms, 
and the black dots representing 
the hydrogen atoms. This struc- 
ture corresponds to the formula 
CrH. 
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Figure 6.  (Fluorite type 
structure I taken from 
Westgren, Jnl. Franklin 
Inst., 212, (1931;, 5?rO. 
The face-centered cubic 
hydride of chromium may 
assume this struc1 ure, 
the circles repre .enting 
the chromium atomt , and 
the black dots represent- 
ing the hydrogen atoms. 
This structure corresponds 
to the Formula Crl^. 
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produoing an inoomplcfco or complota wurtzito type structure (Figure 7) 

deponding on the proportion of the interstitial positions filled. The 

positions given for the hydrogen atoms are logical deductions from the 

oxporimontal data rather than experimentally proven facts. The metalloid 

atoms are too small to produce X-ray diffraction effects and therefore 

do not produce lines on X-ray patterns.  It should also bo mentioned 

that there are several exceptions to the general rules given above. For 

instance Fd-H crystallizes in the body-centered cubic system ond the 

hydrogen atoms occupy the largest interstitial openings in the lattice. 

It is now not surprising that the hexagonal and face-centored 

cubic structures may bo treated as hydrides. As mentioned above, the 

atomic radius of chromium in the body-contorod cubic arrangement is 

1.24+A, and the Goldschmidt correction applied to this would require a 

radius of 1.26+A for atomic arrangements of coordination number 12,  If 

atoms of radius 1.28+A ere considered to bo the metal atoms in a face- 

centered cubic lattice of parameter Z ,85A, the largest opening in the 

structure is at the center of the unit cube. This oponing is 1,29A in 

smallest diameter.  The second largest openings arc 0»78A in smallest 

diameter and arc centered or. positions in the unit cube of ^ ^ ^-, and 

tho seven corrosponding positions in the lattice (Figure 6), The diameter 

of interstitial hydrogen atoms in faoo-contorod cubic structures is given 

by jVestgren as being botwocn 0,80A and 10OOA,  It is evident that a hydro- 

gen atom of this approximate size can account for the larger than expected 

lattice parameter of the i're.-centered cul,ic ohromium plate. On the 

basis of this :" formi-tion, it may bo concluded that the face-centered 

cubic plate is in reality a  hydride of the zincblendo type of structure. 

Since tho fluorit,. type structure is only a more filled up version of 
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Figure 7. Wurtziie type structure (taken from Pauling, 
"The Nature of the Chemical Bond", Cornell university 
Press).  The hexagonal hydride of chromium assumes this 
general type of structure.  The large circles represent 
chromium atoms and the smaller circles represent hydro- 
gen atoms.  The structure shown is represented by the 
formula CrH.  As many as half of the hydrogen atoms may 
be missing from this structure.  In such a case the 
structure is represented by the formula CrgH. 
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the zincblende structure, it is likely that any combination of chromium- 

hydrogen atoms from 50 atomic per cent Cr—50 atomic per cent H (zincblende 

type) to 33 atomic per cent Cr—67 atomic per cent H (fluorite typo) should 

be possible. 

A similar calculation in the case of the hexagonal plate serves 

to illustrate that a chromium atom of radius 1.2SA and a hydrogen atom of 

diameter 0.76A will account for the lattice spacing, if the hydrogen 

atoms are again assigned to the second largest, interstices in the lattice. 

This produces a vvurtzito type structure as might be expected from 'Vestgren's 

data. It is therefore logical to conclude that the hexagonal plate is 

also a hydride. It is significant that half of the intcrstivisl atoms 

may be removed from the v/urtzite structure v/ithout destroying the stability 

of the structure. Thus, a hydride composition of from 33 atomic per cent 

hydrogen (with half of the interstitial atoms of the wurtzite structure 

present) to 50 atomic per cent hydrogen (conpletcd wurtzite structure) 

is possible. 

The ccordlnation nunbor of the interstitial atoms in both the 

wurtzite and zincblende type structures is A-    It is perhaps significant 

that this is so, but the significance is not at once evident. Possibly 

some further studios of bonding in crystals will illuminate the situa- 

tion. No further discussion of bonding wili be given here, but some 

speculations on t.ho matter will be presented in a latter chapter. 

To provide further proof that the hexagonal and face-centered 

chromium plates are hydrides, some hydrogen extraction tests were under- 

taken. A sample of face'-contered cubic plate was produced from a bath 

containing 1021 g./l. CrO-j. 300/l acid ratio, and with 7.4. per cent of 

the total bath chromium in the trivalont state. The bath temperature 
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was 0° to 40C., the current density 0,8 amp./sq.in. and the plating time 

7y hours. The backing for this plate was copper fell, 0.002 inch thick. 

Upon removal from the plating bath, the sample was quickly rinsed, 

sponged dry with a towel, and f^ iced under mercury in an inverted test 

tube.  This operation required approximately two minutes.  Gas was 

evolved from the specimen for less than twenty-four hours at an appre- 

ciable rate, no further cold evolution being noted in thrco days.  The 

sample W6S then transferred to a gas extraction apparatus where it was 

heated to 650*0. and he'.d at this temperature for 30 minutes while under 

vacuum. The gas extracted by this treatment was analyzed and found to 

bo pure hydrogen as was the gas obtained by cold evolution.  Calculated 

at S.T.P,, the cold evolution gas was 1,41 ml, and the warm extraction 

gas was 10.BO ml. in volume, giving a total gas content of 12.21 ml, 

for the sample.  This amount of hydrogen was considered to be evolved 

entirely from the chromium plate as previous experience has shown that 

a negligible amount of hydrogen may be held in a copper disc measuring 

only r- inch in diameter and 0.CO2 inch in thickness.  The apparatus used 

to LXtract the  hydrogen was similar to that described by Bewcll/-,^, 

The cooper backing was stripped off the sample in nitric acid 

and the residue was weighed.  It was then treated with hydrochloric acid. 

Some of the chromium was thus dissolved, but much was not.  The undis- 

solvi.d residue was a green powder and it was concluded that it was 

chromic axido (CrgOs).  This was fused with potassium bisulfate but 

some residue remained after this treatment. A sodium peroxide fusion 

treatment served to dissolve this residue.  The entire lot of dissolved 

chromium was then oxidized with sodium peroxide and titrated by the 

iodine -— thiosulphate method.  The amount of chromium in the sample 
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was thus found to be 0,0329 £ram.  Since the weight of the sample was 

0.0511 gran,  it is evident that roughly half of the sample was in the 

form of Cr^O, after the high-temperature extraction treatment. 

The chromium atom to hydrogen atom ratio calculated from the 

above data is 1:1.7*.  This result entirely agrees with the expectations 

as a chromium:hydrogen ratio anywhere within the limits of 1:1 and 1:2 

would satisfy the requirements previously established for the face-cen- 

tered cubic structure. 

No similar tests were undertaken for the hexagonal hydride as 

it was doubted that a sufficiently pure sample could be obtained.  The 

first layer of plate deposited is invariably predominantly body-centered 

cubic under plating conditions producing the hexagonal hydride after 

equilibrium is reached in the cathode film. 

It is natural to inquire into the possibility that the body-cen- 

tered cubic form of chromium plate may be a hydride.  The only interstices 

in the body-centered cubic atomic arrangement are those at the faoe- 

contered positions.  In the chromium lattice, these openings arc 1:58A 

in least diameter.  Since no cases of hydrogen atoms assuming so great 

a size are known, it is concluded that these face-centered interstices 

could not be occupied by hydrogen atoms. All indications are that an 

interstitial atom must be sufficiently large to contact all surrounding 

atoms if a  stable or even metastable interstitial solid solution type 

of structure is to be established.  It is therefore concluded that the 

hydrogen present in body-centered cubic chromium plate is occluded as 

molecular hydrogen in voids somewhat larger tnan the crystal lattice 

interstices.  This is in agreement with the conclusions of previous 
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investigators/g  ß\.     Apparently much of the hydrogen of the hydride  forms 

does  not  escape when the hydrides  decompose but  is occluded  in the body- 

centered cubic decomposition product. 

The  Cause of Inclu&ion-Filled   Tracks  in Chromium Plate 

Having established  the  fact that chromium may be plated  os an 

unstable hydride  form, the properties  and structure of chromium plate 

may now be  examined  in a new  light.     Calculations  indicate  that the 

volume  shrinkage attending the decomposition of the hydrides   is  over 

15  per  cent if a  completely unstrained body-centered  cubic  lattice  is 

assumed.    V.'hen the hydrides  decompose,  a  considerable number  of cracl;s 

may be  observed  to  form,   presumably caused by this  shrinkage.     Examina- 

tion of the cross   r'-ction of the  pinto  shows that these  cracks  are  per- 

pendicular to the basis metal  and  reach from the  surface  of the  plate to 

the basis metal. 

Consider the possibility that a similar  decomposition and 

cracking  occurs during the pit. ting  of  the  common commercial variety of 

bright,   hard,  chromium.     As   shown by  Cymboliste/y^  the  length of the  in- 

clusions  in chromium plate is  influenced by the  plating solution com- 

position and the plating conditions.     Cymboliste's  observations have 

been corroborated  in the  present work.     In addition it has  been ncced 

that, within the  limits  o:? the bright plating range,   those  constituents 

and  conditions  favoring a  higher cathode  film pH produce  a  plate with 

more  and  smaller  cracks  than these  favoring a  somewhat  lower   film pH, 

It was  indicated  in the  pveviouc  chapter  that the  proportion of 

the  hexagonal hydride  in the  plate  increases as  the  cathode  film pH 

*See App-nidix for  calculations. 
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increases. This may be brought forward to explain the change in the 

crack pattern as the pH of the film increases.  If a plate consisting of 

a mixture of body-centered cubic and hexagonal crystals is predominately 

body-centered cubic, but a small amount of over-all shrinkoge will occur 

when the hexagonal crystals decompose to make the plate wholly body- 

centered cubic.  The strain produced by this shrinkage may lie within 

the elastic and plastic deformation limits of the plate and no cracking 

need occur. Another plate, also a mixture of the body-centered cubic 

and hexagonal crystal forms, but predominately hexagonal, will shrink so 

greatly during the decomposition of the hexagonal crystals that the 

lastic and plastic deformation limits of the plate will be exceeded and 

cracking will occur on a large scale. When such decomposition and crack- 

ing occurs oaring the plating operation, and the cracks extend to the 

plute surface, then a partial vacuum will be created within the crack 

voids and a sample of the solution at the cathode surface will rush into 

the cracks.  Thus, the cracks will not bo empty voids but will be filled 

vdth c-thode film material.  As plating continues, these cracks will he 

bridged over and the cathode film material will be scaled inside the 

plate as inclusions.  The presence of such inclusions was shown by 

Cymboliste/y'j,  Cühencg-s conducted experiments which showed that,, after 

heating, the inclusion material was chromic oxide (CrgOg).  In the same 

work, the cell-like structure of the inclusion-crack network was estab- 

lished.  The walls of the cells were presented as being perpendicular 

to the surface of the plate.  The structure of the inclusion cells is 

illustrated by Figures 6 and 9, '.vhich she-/.- the inclusion-filled crack 

pattern of a typical bright chromium pie be from plate surface and cross- 

sectional views. Figure 10 represents the same surface at a greater 

magnification. 
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Fißure 8,  Surface of hard chromium plate showing crack 
system and nodular appearance, Bath composition, 
250 g./l. Cr03, 2.5 g./l. S04.  Bath temperature 60*C. 
(l40oF.).  Current density 1,8 amps,/sq.in. Plating 
time 7 hours. Nodular appearance is emphasized by 
limited depth of focus of microscope at this magnifi- 
cation. 
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Etched Surface 49459 200X 

Figure 9.  Cross section of chromium plate shown in Figure 
8. A five-second electrolytic etch has been applied at 6V. 
in 10 per cent chromic acid solution at atmospheric tempera- 
ture. Note form of inclusions.  Chromium has been etched 
away, allowing inclusions to fall sidewise on etched surface 
of plate in many cases.  Some inclusions have broken off 
during the etching process leaving the cracks they formerly 
filled visible as thin lines.  Inclusions at an acute angle 
v.'ith the etched surface appear aa large dark areas. 
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Figure  10.     Same surface  of chromium plate as is shown 
in Figure 8,    Note the various  steps  in the formation 
and  covering over  of cracks as they are illustrated  in 
this  photograph.     Freshly  formed cracks are very prom- 
inently evident.     Old cracks are more obscure.    Very 
faint indications  of many cracks which are nearly ob- 
literated by ooverjvg metal deposit are yet visible  on 
close  inspection. 
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The presence of the inclusion-filled voids in bright chromium 

plate is taken as proof that the plate is deposited largely as the hy- 

dride which decomposes to form a cracked plate while the plating process 

is in nropress.  The length of the cracks (i.e. inclusions) is deter- 

mined by the proportion of hydride :n the deposit, and by the stability 

of the hydride under the plating conditions in use. A large proportion 

of very unstable hydride in the plate decomposes rapidly and crack-pro- 

ducin- strains ure established in relativoly thii; layers of plate.  This 

limits the length of the cracks to the thickness of the plate layer.  As 

plating continues, the old (-•racks are sealed over and new cracks develop. 

Tho new cracks always ex < nd from the surface of the plate to a depth 

in the plate at which decomposition shrinkage stresses have been consid- 

erably relieved by previous cracking.  Thus, the length of tho cracks 

is indicative of, but not an absolute measure of, the thickness of plate 

in which hydridi; deoomposi'cion is proceeding at any given time during 

the plating process.  Other considerations may considerably influence 

the l.ngfch of the cracks.  In a plate containing on]y a small amount of 

tne hexagonal hydride, crude-producing stresses may not be built up un- 

til practically all of the hydride lias decomposed.  This may require so 

much time that when cracking does occur, the plate is thick end the 

comparatively long.  This view is substantiated by the dis- cracK o  ^ i 

tributicn of cracks in plates which have been cross sectioned. When 

cracks are short, they arc also very numerous and closely spaced. '.Vher 

crrcks are longer, they are considerably less numerous, are widely 

spaced, and appear to be considerably less in aggregate volume than the 

short cracks. 
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The Grain Size of Chromium Plate 

Wood(g) made studies of the grain size of bright chromium plate 

by measuring the broadenin& of the lines of X-ray diffraction patterns. 

It was shown th~t the grain size of bright chromium plate is of the 

order of 14 x lo-7 em. whereas the smallest grains producible in metals 

by cold working are of the order of 10-4 em. in average diameter. This 

led to the conclusion that the grain size of chromium plate is an in• 

herent property of the plate and that the grain size measurements were 

not confused by strained crystal lattices. No reason was offered for 

the fine-grained character of the plate. However, the etfeot of the 

grain size upon the properties of tho plate y:as discussed. 

In the pl~ting process, the first atoms to be deposited are con• 

sidered to form crystal nuclei about which subsequently deposited atoms 

arrange themselves in a regular fashion to build up the crystals which 

compose the finished plate. The gr~in size of the initial plate layer 

depends simply on the number of crystal nuclei formed, as each nucleus 

tends to grcwt in directions parallel to the basis metal until further 

growth in these directions is interrupted by conta<'t with r.djoining 

crystals. At the same time, growth away from the basis metal occurs. 

This latter type of grav;th also continues until interrupted. Inter· 

ruption may occur by encroachment of a neighboring crystal, by fo~tion 

of a new nucleus ~t the plate surface which receives depositing atoms 

in preference to the est~blished crystal, or by various other mechanisms 

which have been advanced to explain tho phenomenon as observed in many 

instances. In the case of chromium plating, u new reason for the forma-

tion of new nuclei at the plate surface may be introduced. This new view 
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involves the decomposition of the crystal nuclei after they have experi

enced only limited growth. This removal of the nuclei forces depositing 

atoms to form new nuclei which in turn decompose. Thus,a fine-grained 

structure is produced. 

It has been indicated herein that bright chromium plate is de• 

posited largely as a chromium hydride which decomposes spontaneously to 

form a body-centered cubic metal structure. Such a decomposition must 

occur within each individual hydride grain. When a normal allotropic 

transformation occurs in a metallic structure., the nucleation of the new 

phase is considered to begin at the grain boundaries. Transformation 

then proceeds from the grain surface to the interior. At some time in 

the process, a shell of the new phase surrounds a core of the old phase. 

It is not at once evident if a similnr situation exists in the decompo-

sition of chromium hydride. It appears logical to assume that hydrogen 

is lost first from the outside atom l~yers of each hydride crystal and 

that nucleation of the body-centered cubic structure therefore begins 

in these layers. If such layers then extend completely around a crystal, 

that crystal is effectively removed from the action as a nucleus for 

further hydride deposition, even though it may yet be composed mainly 

of the encircled hydride. Depositing hydride must then form new nuclei 

overlying such encircled ones. Deposition on these new nuclei may con-

tinue only until they are similarly encircled. By such c. mechanism, 

formation of an aggregate of fine grains may be pictured. 

However, this need not be the ultimate s·tep in the production 

of the grains of the final plate. Vfuen the outer shell of a hydride 

crystal decomposes to the body-centered cubic arrangement, it can no 

longer completely reach arou~d the hydride core by reason of the shrinkage 
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involved in the decomposition. Rupture of the shell is inevitable. As 

the decomposition zone moves to the center of the crystal, these surface 

ruptures must be propagated to the center also, so that the parent hy

dride crystal is divided into a number of smaller metal crystals. The 

paths followed by the ruptures then become grain boundaries in the final 

aggregate. During the decomposition of the hydride, the interstitial 

hydrogen is released. This hydrogen is soluble in the body-centered 

cubic metal deoomposition product without any lattice distortion (refer to 

page 5f ), so long as it remains in the atomic form. It may be occluded 

as molecular hydrogen in any ruptures or irregularities in the crystal 

structure which are of sufficient size to accommodate the hydrogen mole• 

cule. It is considered likely thnt such occlusion may occur in the 

ruptur~s pictured above us occurring within the grains during the hydr~de 

decomposition. 

Each individual hydride grain has been pictured ns breaking into 

a number of smaller grains or crystallites. These grains may be separated 

by smnll distances and should lie in very similar orientation as regards 

crystal planes. Since the intergranular voids do not communicate with 

the atmosphere, there is no possibility thnt oxidation of the void sur

faces will occur. 

Hidncrt(lO) showed that chromium plato may undergo a volume 

shri~~&gc of approxi~tely 2.3 per cent when heated to a temperature of 

500°Co fo( the first time. The position is here taken that this shrink• 

age may be partly due to r~lief of internal stress but is mainly causad 

by the closing up of the voids between crystallites. It is probable thnt 

this closing up cannot occur until the hydrogen is removed from the voids, 

and the mobility of the utoms comprising the crystal lattice is increased. 

Both of these effects occur when the plate is heated. 
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Two different shrinkage effects occurring during the plating pro• 

cess have now been discussed and it is desired to emphasize the difference 

between the two. The large-scale effect is the opening of cracks in the 

plate which are filled with inclusion material drawn from the cathode 

film. These cracks are oriented perpendicular to the plate surface. It 

is believed that they contain occluded hydrogen in addition to the so• 

called inclusions. The other, small-scale effect is rupture between 

sections of the hydride crystals during i ecomposition. This divides the 

already fine-grained structure into even smaller grains, produces a 

multitude of extremely small voids, and provides for the occlusion of 

~ considerable volume of molecular hydrogen. 

In connection with the discussion of the grain size of chromium 

plate, Figure 3 of Chapter II is of interest. The plate pictured was 

entirely hexagonal in structure vrhen f i rst X·rayed. It was then treated 

at 150°C. for 45 minutes in an air oven. As shown by a subsequent X-ray 

t est, this treatment completely de~omposed the hydride. A number of 

cracks wor o observed to appear a s shown in the photomicrograph. Note 

tho 30°, so•, und 120° angles at the corners of muny of the crystals, 

and also the perp~ndicularity of the crystals to the basis met al. Evi

dently the 001 crystullographic planes of the hexagonal structure ~ere 

p~.<rallel to the bt\sis mct ul. After the decompo$ition of the hydride, 

the crystal outlines remained us pseudomorphs of the previous structure . 

This case illustrates the point thut coarse crystals result if the hy

dride is produced in a rcl~tively st~blc form. 
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Stress in Chromium Plate 

A study of the stress in chromium plate was made by Hume-Rothery 

and vVyllieQi) with somewhat anomalous results.  A conventional chromium 

plating bf-th war, used and plates were p.-oduced under conditions of con- 

stant temperature with current density es a variable.  The plates were 

based on thin strips of steel and the curvature of the plated strip was 

measured.  Precise mathematical calculations were made of the residual 

stress necessary to produce the measured curvatures in the strips.  These 

calculations revealed the presence of extremely high contractile stress- s 

in the plates.  Presumably the authors recognized the fact that they wore 

measuring an over-all stress in a cracked coating rather than in a sound, 

elasticaily contracting, metal layer.  It must be assumed that the elates 

were cracked, since the plating conditions used invariably produce 

cracked plates.  Therefore, the measured curvatures of the composite 

strips were only a partial measure of the total contraction occurring in 

the plates. 

Further experiments were conducted in which the steel backing 

strips were dissolved and the deflection of the unrestrained metal was 

observed.  Plates produced at values of temperature and current density 

favoring a high cathode film pH exhibited no tendency to curl, indicat- 

ing that any contractile stress was uniformly distributed through the 

plate.  This might be expected, as such plates contain a relatively 

large, proportion of fairly stable hydride distributed through the plate. 

Decomposition of the hydride then produces a relatively uniform con- 

traction.  Cracks, if formed, are likely to extend through ehe entire 

thickness of such a plate.  No cracks were reported by the auvhors. 
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but ca.reful examination of the specimens at high magnification would have 

been necessary to detect them. 

Plates deposited at a temperature and current tensity producing 

a somewhat brighter, mat  surface, were found to curl, '■-he convex side 

being that formerly facing the steel basis strip.  This is explainable 

on the basis that the first layer of plate produced was predominately 

body-centered cubic, and hence contracted little a-.d slowly.  The top 

layers were predominately the hexagonal hydride in a relatively stable 

condition.  These luyera therefore decomposed and contracted to a much 

greater extent than the first layers, and the result was a curvature of 

the type noted. 

A plate produced under the optimum conditions for brightness 

curled .vith the concave side being that side formerly facing the steel 

basis strip.  This, too, can be explained on the basis of hydride do- 

compojition.  The first plate was predominately body-centered cubic and 

shrank little.  The restruinin-: effect of the basis metal was sufficient 

to maintain this layer in tension and the.   shrinkage stresses were in- 

sufficient to crock it.  The top layers of the plate consisted largely 

of very unstable hydrides.  These bright layers of the plate shrank so 

much, and cracked so '"recly, that they no longer acted as a solid co- 

herent body, but rather as so many disconnected islands, or chunks, of 

metal. Th" decomposition was rapid and complete. The elastic stresses 

remaining in these top layers of metal wore, therefore, within each 

chunk of metal.  They could not affect the plate as a whole.  Suffici- 

ent unrelieved shrinkage stresses remained in the initial layers of 

plate that, when they were released by removal of the becking strip. 
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the entire plate v/as curved.  Thus, the phenomena considered anomalous 

v/ithout the concept of hydride formation are completely and satis- 

factorily explained when this concept is introduced. 

The stress produced in bright chromium plate by the decomposition 

of the hydride is relieved, for the most part, by cracking.  Hov/evcr, 

some residual stresses must remain in the plate, simply because they are 

insufficient to produce further cracking.  These stresses are contractile. 

Stresses tending to expand the plate must arise from the occluded hydro- 

gen within all the voids in the plate.  It is possible that such stresses 

contributed to the bending performance of the bright plate described in 

the preceding paragraph. 

"JilsonQgN measured the lattice parameter of bright chromium plate 

before and öfter a heat treatment to remove the entrapped hydrogen.  No 

change in the parameter during this treatment v.'as noted.  It appears that 

any internal stress sufficient to produce lattioc expansion must bo suf- 

ficient to cause lattice rupture. 

Hardness of Chromium Plat" 

Several papers b'.ve been published/^ c g o TQ -QN in which moas 

ments of the hardness of chromium plate wore reported and discussed. 

Some of the more recent authors recognized the fact that the hardness of 

chromium plutt: is dependent on bath oompo.sitiou end plating conditions 

and is not a constant for the material.  Ho hardness measurements have 

been made in the present work other than a few simple scratch tests.  It 

is now v-ell known that chromium plated under certain optimum conditions 

is very hard.  It is also established that chromium plated under other 

conditions is considerably softer.  Tht present investigation has been 

un 
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more concerned with the "why" of this extreme hardness and hardness 

difference than in the actual numerical value of the hardness.  The con- 

clusion has been drawn that the grain size of chromium plute is largely 

responsible for the plate hardness. 

Fully annealed pure chromium is relatively soft, having a hardness 

of the order of 130 Brinnell number or below^g^.  The hardness of pure 

metals may be increased in several ways,  Stresjing a metal, either in- 

ternally or externally, increases its hardness.  Decreasing, the grain 

sise Increases the hardness of a metal.  Cold work increases the hard- 

ness of metals.  However, the effect of cold work can be divided into 

the two above-mentioned categories.  It decreases the effective grain 

size of the metal and also produces residual internal stress.  Alloying, 

another way of hardening a metal,is not here considered because it was 

shown earlier (page 52) that hydrogen atoms cannot be considered a part 

of the body-contered cubic chromium plate.  Further proof of this is 

found in the; work of Guichard, Clausmann, Billon and Lanthony/g).  It 

was shown that 95 per cent of thj hydrogen is driven out of the plate 

by simultaneous heating, and vacuum treatment before any appreciable 

softening occurs.  The remaining 5 per cent of hydrogen is believed 

to be that chemically combined with the crack-filling inclusion material. 

This small ..mount of gas may also be driven off by heating, but the 

temperature required is above that at which recrysti.llization probably 

begins, 

IMeareva and Eiryukov,^ reported that heating chromium plate to 

585"C. drives off 98 p.. c nt of the hydrogen with no hardness loss.  No 

possible alloying elements, other than hydrogen, are present in chromium 

plate. 
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The increase of hardness of a metal with decrease in grain size 

has been illustrated  to the lower limits of grain size as produced by 

cold working and recrystallizationQy -.g^.  It is significant '-.hat the 

curve for increase in hardness vs. decrease in grain size shows en in- 

creased increment of hardness for a given decrease of grain size near 

t\v:   lower limits of grain size attained (refer to Figure 11, taken 

from wood/-, y A ).  A slight additional decrease in grain size would un- 

doubtedly produce a considerable increase in hardness.  It is plainly 

evident that the grain size of chromium plate must bo considered a 

strong factor in the hardening of the plate. 

Undoubtedly considerable internal stress exists in chromium plate, 

as discussed in a previous section.  The work of Eidncrt and of Liakareva 

and Biryukov may now be combined to indicate that the contribution of 

this stress to the hardness of chromium plutt is of but minor importance. 

As mention', d before, Hidnert noted a considerable shrinkage occurring 

in chromium plate heated to 500 0.  ."■■akareva and Biryukov found that 

the hardness of chromium plate did not decrease appreciably when heated 

t^ 585 C.  Treatment at this temperature; would be expected to relieve 

any internal stress present.  Therefore, it may be deduced that a major 

portion of th: internal stress was relieved without a corresponding de- 

crease- in hardness. 

From these arguments, it appears th; t the hardness of chromium 

plate is dU' mainly to the fine-grained character of the plate.  In- 

ternal stress arising from occluded hydrogen and residual stress from 

shrinkage accompanying hydride decomposition arc necessarily considered 

but m.'.nor contributing factors.  This seems a satisfactory situation 

from all standpoints, agreeing with the general theory of metals and 

with the available experimental data.  
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Figure 11.  (Ttken from Wood, Phil. Mag., 10, (1930), 
1073). This graph illustrates the general type of curve 
for the hardness increase of metals with decrease in 
grain size.  Chromium plate has been shown to be normally 
less than 2 x 10~6 cm. in average grain diameter. 
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The Brightness of Chromium Plate 

It is considered significant that the same plating conditions 

which produce the hardest chromium plate also produce the brightest 

plat?.  This leads to the deduction that the same cause, the fine-grained 

character of the plate, underlies both hardness and brightness. 

In order to be bright, a plate must be extremely fine grained 

or be composed of perfectly oriented crystals with a thickly populated 

plane parallel to the plate surface (or nearly so).  Dull plates consist 

of coarse, randomly oriented grains, or of powdery aggregates which 

function in the same manner as coarse crystals, in reflecting light. 

It has be^n pointed out that chromium plate is c-xtremely fine1 grained. 

Humc-Rothcry and ".'.'yllic Q-^ ) studied the orientation of the grains in 

chromium plate by X-ray methods.  They concluded that the degree of pre- 

ferred orientation v/fs greater for bright chromium plates than for dull 

plates.  However, they did not make a concurrent study of the grain 

size of the plates.  In general, the (111) plane of the body-centered 

cubic crystal was found parallel to the plate surface.  It must be re- 

membered that the plates studied were, ind all bright chromium plates 

arc , the decomposition products of hydrides.  Presumably the hydride 

crystals were oriented as deposited and thus rave rise to other oriented 

crystals when they decomposed. 

Conditions producing large crystals in the plate always produced 

dull or  mat-surfaced plates.  These were produced by plating either 

above or belov; the bright range.  The dullness of such plates is explained 

as a result of the amount and stability of the hydride in the plate. 
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At low plating speeds (belov; the bright range of temperature 

and current density), tne plate is predominately body-centered cubic. 

This is a result of the low cathode film pH.  Nothing occurs to inter- 

rupt the growth of the body-centered cubic crystals.  In fact, conditions 

are ioeal to promote their growth to relatively large size.  In this \:>a.y 

a coarse-grained plate is produced. Hume-Rothery and Wyllie showed that 

such plates consist of a considerable proportion of randomly oriented 

crystals.  Therefore, such plates have two reasons to be iullj coarse 

crystals, and lack of orientation. 

It should be pointed out that orientation ir itself means little 

unless the crystals present a planar surface at the plate surface.  Plates 

were produced during this investigation in which many of the crystals 

had a (ill) orientation. However, the crystals wore apparently growing 

on the (lOO) planes. When examined under a microscope, three sides of 

each crystal could bo scon rising toward the observer.  The plate sur- 

faces were actually composed of a myriad of such pyramids.  In order to 

obtain a bright planar surface, it would be necessery to shear er.ch 

crystal along a (ill) plane. 

Plates deposit-d at a current density abo- e the bright plating 

range arc dull because the cathode film pH is too high.  Such, conditions 

foster production of relatively stable hydrides.  These hydride crystals 

grow to large size unless decomposition occurs to interrupt .such growth. 

Figure 3 of Chapter II is an example of extremely coarse-grained hydrides. 

Under normal chromium plating conditions, a slightly too high current 

density produces dull plates by producing grains of considerably larger 

size than are produced in the bright range.  These comparatively large 

grains may still be considerably smaller than those encountered in most 

other plating processes except bright nickel. 
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The probable breaking up of hydride crystals into a number of 

smaller metal crystals was discussed previously.  It is considered that 

the orientation of the product crystals must logically bear some re- 

lation to the orientation of the parent crystals.  Thus, the forces which 

create the rupture of the forming, body-centered cubic, crystals might 

pull them somewhat askew but still leave them in Q position to indicate 

their origin.  If the size of the parent crystal is increased, the de- 

gree of okewness of the product crystals might be expected to increase. 

The data of Humc-Rothery and '.tyllie/-,, \  support this view as plating 

above the bright range produced a greater divergence from exact (ill) 

orientation in the plates. 

All indications are that the hexagonal hydride is normally de- 

posited with the 001 plane parallel to the pL.te surface.  The face- 

centered cubic hydride is believed normally to deposit with a (ill) 

orientttion.  Hovar er, exceptions were noted, end it is believed that 

a further study of this matter is necessary before ehe significance 

of tlv available data c;.n bt fully interpreted. 

Finc.-gruin size and n„ar-perfect pr. ferred orientation remain 

as  the basic Actors accounting for the brightnesr of chromium plate. 

Structural Ch^r'.icteristies of Chromium Plate 

rht, structural cheract' ristics of chromium plates produced under 

various conditions were introduced in the preceding chapter to illustrete 

tii., effect of sulphate in the plating bath,  Various structural character- 

istics were also mentioned in the preceding sections of this chapter, 
i 

j The1 discussion in this section is undertaken with the aim ef correlating 

: all the information avail'.ble concerning the structure of chromium plate 
i 

i produced under different conditions. 
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The work of Hume-Rothery and WyllieQ-^x is a fitting introduction 

to the subject of the structure of chromium plate. Figure 12 is repro- 

duced from their work. 

Zone I of figure 12 indicates a set of plating conditions whioh 

maintain a cathode film pH above the cright plvfcing range.  Plates pro- 

duced under these conditions are predominantly, or entirely, relatively 

stable hydrides as deposited, and are therefore dull.  The statement 

that they arc soft is beliered a misnomer,  Ratr.^r, they are extremely 

brittle and therefore susceptible to scratching.  Their tendencsy to turn 

green when exposed to air is believed an indication of the inclusion in 

the plate surface of chromous oxides or hydroxides whioh oxidize to 

£r2®3  on exposure to the atmosphere.  These low valence for.,is of chrom- 

ium are really part of the cathode film and may be removed by scrubbing 

the plated specimen immediately upon lifting from the plating bath. 

Zone II is of more practical interest.  In this zone, the plates 

are predominately the hexagonal hydride of decreasing stability as the 

zone is traversed from left to right.  The plates produced at the left 

of the zone havn do=p cracks indicating slow decomposition of the hy- 

dride.  At the right of the zone the cracks become closer spaced and 

more shallow, indicating less stability in the hydrides. 

The shaded boundary between Zones II and III shows the range 

in which a very unstable hydride is the major portion of the deposit. 

Plate's produced in this range are the brightest, the hardest, and con- 

tain the most inclusions, all as a result of the instability of th? 

hydrides. 

Zones III is the range in which the film pH is not raised high 

enough, under the plating conditions, to produce a plate in which 
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Figure 12. Structure of chromium plated under various conditions 
(taken from Hume-Rothery & Wyllie, Proo. Royal Soc, 181, (1943), 
331). The existence of the various zones shown in the figure is 
explained in  the context.  The shaded area represents the rather 
indtfinit^ boundary between Zones II and III. Most commercial 
chromium plating is done under conditions shown for the lower 
portion of the shaded area or Juet to the left of this area. Bath 
used in determining points contair^J 250 g./l. Cr03 and SO4 to 
give an acid ratio /CrOjAof 100 . 
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hydrides predominate. The high-temperature plates (low contraction) 

described by Gardam(l4)e aDd the plates from baths high in concentration 

of Fe+++ and Al+++ as described by Peaoh(l5)• fall in this category. 

Zone IV ia indicative of a cathode film pH too low to permit 

any plating. 

The etchant used in all of the metallographic work described 

herein was 10 per cent chromic acid solution, used at atmoepheric tem

perature, with the specimen made anodic at 6 volts. The fact that this 

etching treatment fciled to reveal eny grain structure in bright hard 

plates was earlier laid to the fine-grain size of the plate. Another 

possible contributing fs.ctor is the preferred orientation of the plate. 

By etching a metallogruphic specimen, it is hoped to show up the grain 

structure by baring crystal faces of the individual grains so that 

light is reflected in V&rious directions by the grains and they may 

then be distinguished onch from their neighbors. However, if the crystal 

faces are cssentir.lly coplnnnr, c.s is the case in hard chromium plato, 

then no distinction between grains is likely to be produced by con

ventional etching methods. Therefore, a combination of these two 

factors, finc•gruin size and proferred-crystul orientation, is probably 

responsible for the difficulty experienced in revealing the grain struc

ture of hurd chromium plate . It is to be emphasized thut the size and 

dispersion of the inclusions should not be confused with the actual 

grain size of the plate , ns is sometimes done. 

Upon annealing hard chromium plate, the grain structure is re

vealed by etching. However, the structure is still so fine that high 

magnific&tions are necessary to inspect individual grains. Figure 13 
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Etched  Surface 49461 1000X 

Figure  13.     Hard  chromium plate after annealing treatment 
of  chree h .airs  at ItSO'V.     Electrolytically  ei'ched  for 
five seconds at 6V.  in 10 per cent, chromic acid solution 
at room temperature.     The  surface shown is  a  cross  section 
of the plate. 
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illustr~tes the structure of an initially hard plate which was annealed. 

It is considered likely that the grains visible in the photomicrogrnph 

are either the prior ~dride grain outlines or combinations of tho~e 

grains. 

Figure 14 illustrates the inclusion and crack pattern of ~ 

normal hard chromium plate as vi~red from the cross section. Figure 15 

illustrates the structure of a plate produced from a 20/l acid rctio 

bath. The inclusions in this pl~te arc much shorter, more numerous, 

and more evenly dispersed through the plate. Plates produced at bath 

temperatures near the boiling point of the bath, using procedures simi

lnr to those described by Gerd~~(l4 ), were e~ined at magnifications up 

to lOOOX. No inclusions or cracks were found in those plates. 

It is shown by these observations, that the number and length 

of the inclusions in chromium plate indicate the amount nnd stability 

of the chromium hydrides in the deposit us laid down. The amount of the 

hydride is determined by the bath composition and the plating conditions. 

Tho st~bility of the hydride is determined by these factors and by the 

temperature of the plate immediat ely uftcr it is deposited. This t empera• 

turc will be, in general, essentially the same &s the plating bath tempera• 

ture. 

The sulphate concentration of the plating bath is very important 

in terms of the stability of the hydrides produced. The plate of Figure 

15 illustrates the instability of the hydrides produced from baths with 

higher than normal sulph~te concentration. In order to produce bright 

plutes from this 20/1 acid ratio bath, it is necessary to use higher 

current densities than are used with mo~e normal bath compositions. By 

such means the cathode film pH is driven into the range producing hydrides 
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Etched  Surface 49462 600X 

Figure 14.  Same sample and same view as shown in Figure 9, shown 
here at greater magnification. Note size, dispersion, and form of 
the inclusions.  Note also the comp] rce absence of any indications 
of grain structure.  This surface was etched electrolytically for 
five seconds at 6V. in 10 per cent chromic acid solution.  The 
inclusion films left unsupported by this treatment have fallen 
sidewisc and their semitransparency is apparent. 
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5   V 

Etched Surface 49463 1000X 

Figure 15.  Cross section of chromium plate produced from 20/l 
acid ratio bath,  A current density of 3 amps./sr.in. was 
used at a bath temperature of 50oC.  The bath contained 250 
g./l. 003.  The sample was electrolytically etched for five 
seconds at 6V". in 10 per cent chromic acid solution. Note 
wide dark areas where inclusions were lying in the plane of 
the etched surface shown or at an acute angle with this sur- 
faoi ,  Note also that here again the inclusions have fallen 
sidüwiso beside the cracks from which they extend. 
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However,   the  hydrides  produced are very unstable. 

Using the principles now available, it should be possible to 

examine a chromium plate of appreciable thickness under a microscope 

and approximate rather closely the bath composition and plating con- 

ditions  employed  in depositing the plate., 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE RELATION OF THE CHROMIUM PLATING PROCESS 
TO THE USES FOR THE PRODUCT 

The oommon uses of chromium plate may be classified as decorative, 

wear resistant, and corrosion resistant. Some npplications involve com-

binations of these general classifications. To obtain optimum results 

in any of' these applications, the special characteristics of the chrom• 

ium plating process should be understood and the plating conditions 

controlled accordingly. 

The decorative uses for chromium plate are most familiar to 

everyone. Chromium plated automobile hardware and plumbing fixtures 

are encountered daily, ~nd a surprising number of common household articles 

bear the lustrous bluish-white hue of "bright" chromium plote. The ex• 

treme chemical stability of this bright surface is the real key to the 

success of chrorr~um plate in decorative use. A contributing factor, 

though of lesser importance, is the hardness of the plate. 

It is believed that the oxide forming characteri~tic of chromium 

is responsibl0 for its c~emicfil stability. The surfece of the plate is 

oxidized vrc.ry quickly when plt:·.ting stops. This oxide surft:.cc is so 

thin as to be trunspar~nt, but is ve~J adherent end continuous. Thus, 

any !ippr~ ciable chemicd r~ttE~.ck l'lll.l.Y t ake place only after the oxido sur• 

fuce is destroyed. Cherr~cul stability ~xists in no other easily avail-

uble white metal pl~te to n comp~rutive degree. It should be remembered 

thc.t the resistance to chomice::.l utt~.ck is not due to the intrinsic in• 

ertness of the metal, but rather to a particular selectivity for oxygen 

from the surrounding environment. If environmental conditions do not 
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p~rmit the formation of, or cause the breakdown of, the oxide film, a 

considerable vulnerability to chemical attack may be expected. 

Regardlesa of the resistance of chromium plate to surface dis

coloration, it is not ~ good protector for underlying metals when epplied 

in the thickness usually used for decorative purposes (approximately 

o.oooo2"). Discontinuities in the plate,oonsisting of pores in such 

extremely thin plates,expose portions of the basis metal to surface 

attack. The presence of pores in thin plates is not well explained by 

the literature or the pr~sent work. A possible explanation is related 

to the surfe.ce energy of the various crystal facets composing the sur

face of the substrate metal. Fr0sumably some of these facet~ ure in an 

energy condition in which they are more receptive to an electroplate 

then others. Thus, certain of the least receptive crystal facets simply 

do not receive a plate und a void in the plate exists over them. Upon 

continued plating,the edges of the plate grow into this void and gradu• 

ally c~p it over. Such an explanation may not be wholly sound and is 

merely presented for want of u better one. At any rate. the pores do 

exist and nre extreme ly d(; l et erious to decorative applications. If the 

plating is continued to produce ~ pluto of sufficient thickness so that 

the pores are cover ed over. then crucking occurs because of the rise 

in c&thodc film pH und df.; position of hexagonal hydride crystds attendont 

to continued plating. The cracks expose the basis metal in the same 

fashion as did the non covered pores. 

Since neither of these ~vo evils, porosity and cracking, may be 

entirely avoided, it h~s become common practise to provide r eal corrosion 

protection for plnted steel artieles by substrate deposits of coppe r and 

nickel. Chromium is then applied over the nickol in a thin coating to 
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impart the prolonsed blue-white brightness of chromium to the article. 

This same procedure is used on other metals such as &inc•base die cast

ings. Brass articles may be plated with nickel, then with chromium, or 

may be plated with chromium alone, depending on the service requirements. 

As stated above, the thickness of chromium plate generally used is ap• 

proximately 0.00002". This thickness of plate ordinarily contains 

essentially no crack~ and a minimum of pores. 

The thickness of decorative chromium plates may be increased 

somewhat with no loss in corrosion resistance by plnting in the lower 

limits of the "bright" range of current densities. In this way, the 

rate of cathode film pH increase is minimized and a thicker plate may 

be obtained without the deposition of sufficient hydride crystals to 

cause cracking. Some sacrifice in brightness may be necessary, however. 

The fact that the hardness of d6corative chromium plates is much 

greater than the hardness of annealed chromium has been discussed to some 

extent. This increased hardness may be attributable to the extremely 

fine grain size in the plate and to the presence of shrinkage stresses 

belaN the stress limit ncce~s&ry to cause rupture and cracking. Such 

stresses ~AY arise from the decomposition of a relatively su~ll propor

tion of hexagonal hydrid~ cryst~ls existing in the original deposit. 

The fact that thin, decorative coatings of chromium plate are 

much softer than thicker coatings is not generally known. It is also 

not well proven. The reason for this is the difficulty in making accurate 

hardness measurem~nts on extremely thin metal layers. However, a simple 

test will serve as a proof. 'Whun u very fine piece of emery cloth is 

rubbed lightly over a surface which beurs a decorative chromium plate , 

the surface will be scratched and dulled by the grits. If a similar 
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test is made on a plate several thousandths or an inch thick, scratches 

are produced with much greater difficulty. This was tried at inter• 

medi ate plate thicknesses &nd it was found, qualitatively, that the 

plate h~rdness increases until a thickness near 0.0001" is reached. 

This mny be interpreted as indicative of the proportion of hexagonal 

hydride in the plate as plating is continued. 

The comparative wear resistance of plates of v&rying degrees or 

hardness is not definitely known &nd varies considerably with the appli

cation. Presumably, a vory hard surface produces optimum wear resistance 

in a chromium plated surface. In the published literature, industrial 

hard chromium is often defined as consisting of deposits of bright 

chromium, 0.001" or over in thickness. It is commonly believed thut lesser 

thickn,:~ sses or plate are not inherently less hard but are susceptible to 

failur,e by "breaking through" to th~ ~=ually sorter basis metal. It is 

r.ovr apparent that this view may contain an element of truth but does 

not correctly represent the entire picture. If numerous interconnected 

cracks reach from the plate surface to the basis metal beneath, the 

plate is effectively divided into isolated sections. The possibility or 

failure by "spalling off" of entire sections is then considerable. If 

the plato is made thicker, s~ that an individual crack never reaches 

over mere than t:. smnll fraction of the distance between the basis metal 

surface and the plate surface, the entire plate is greetly strengthened. 

Failure by crushing or spalling is then much less likely to occur. How

ever, a difference in actual hardness may be a mnjor fo.ctor in the 

lesser wear resistance of thin plutes es compared to thicker plates. 

The strength of a chromium plate may presumably be increased by 

shortening the avernge crack depth in the plate. Very short cracks and 
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a very hard plate are produced under the same conditions of bath tempera

ture and current density from the conventional commercial plating bath. 

These conditions are temperatures in the range bet?reen 130•F. and 150•F. 

and current densities as high as can be used without obtaining a dull 

ph:.te. Thus, if n plate for wee.r-resistant service is to be relc.tively 

thin,. these conditions should be carefully maint~ined for best properties 

in the plate. If a plate is to be thick, it will probably be s~tisfe.ctory 

regardless of what purt of the bright current density plating range is 

used. 

Applications for chromium plating in wear-resistant service huve 

been of industrial importance for a considerable time~ A disadvantage 

in such applioutions is the poor ~vettability" of chromium plate. Ap

purently the surfa~e energy of the oxide film is such that the surface 

is simply not wet by oils. This characteristic is reflected in poor 

lubrication in wear-resistant service which usually involves the use of 

the plate on new or used machine p~rts. The so-called "porous chromium", 

or "Vander Horst", process provides a solution to the ftwetting" problem 

and yet retains the advantages of hardness in the chromium plate. This 

process 'ms in use before the war but mushroomed to great comm0rcial 

importance during the p0riod of war-born shortages of replacement parts. 

This process involves pl&ting t~ick layers of chromium on a basis metal 

surface under conditions which produce a desired crack pattern and a 

desired crack depth in the plate. The plate surface is then etched, 

ordi~rily by merely reversing the current in the plating bath so that 

the plated part is the anode. The cracks in the plate surfnc~ are 

greatly widened by this procedure and the entire surface is etched to 

a certain extent. The etched surface is then honed to provide a surft.ce 
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consisting of smooth plateaus surrounded by fairly ~ide, channel-like 

voids. These voids serve as oil reservoirs and oil passages so that 

t~e poor wettability of the plateau areas is counteracted. Another type 

of surface termed a "pitted" type is produced in which the voids appear 

as large pits in the surface rather than as somewhat narrower, long 

channels. It is not immediately clear why these pit-type voids are 

formed upon etching. A study of the crack system ?resent in such a 

plate before etching would probably reveal the angwer. A guess in this 

direction is that the pits represent the meeting points of several 

cracks. 

The porous chromia~ process has been particularly useful tor pro-

longing the service life of cylinders or cylinder liners for internal 

combustion engines or for top piston rings in engines not having plated 

cylinders. The entire cylinder wall is plated with porous chromium. 

In the case of piston rings, only the top ri~g is ordinarily plated as 

the lower rings require no such lubrication aid to function properly 

over c sufficient service life. 

After an engine cylinder is worn to an unserviceable condition, 

it may be reclaimed by grinding the cylinder walls to a uniform oversize 

dimension, plating with chromium to a slightly undersize dimension, rc-

verse etching to widen the cracks in the plate, &nd honing to the desired 

finnl dimension. The processing costs a ttendant to such reclamation 

oper~tions are ordincrily considerably less than the original cost of 

the cylinder or cylinder liner, and the ;·eclaimed pr.l<lduct may be expected 

to wear several times as long as the unplated o,.iginal. 

The lack of corrosion resistnnce of chromium pl~te was discovered 

early in the history of chromium pl~ting. This shortcoming did not out

weigh the advantages ~1 chromium pl~te and the use of more corrosion-
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resistant substrate plates was adopted as described earlier. This pro-

cedure is extremely expensive when the volume of total production so 

treated is considered. There is no indication that a method can be de-

vised to provide more corrosion resistant, decorative chromium plates. 

The only way in which the corrosion resistance of a bright plate can be 

improved is to make it so thick that no crack reaches from the plate 

surface. to the basis metal. Such a thiok plate is economically out of 

the question for ordinary decorative service as it is more costly and 

more difficult to produce then the composite plates now in use. For 

special service requiring both corrosion resiatance and wear resistance, 

plates several thousandths of an inch thick may sometimes be very practical. 

This will be especially true if the temperature of the service is some• 

what elevated. 

~nere optimum corrosion resistance is desired end the extreme 

hardness of bright chromium is not required, a high-temperature chromium 

plate should be applic·:~.ble. By plating from the conventional commer• 

cial plating bath at temperatures close to l00°C. with current densities 

in the range from one to ten amps./sq. in., the cathode film pH is main-

tained so low that a relatively unstressed, body-centered cubic plate 

is produced. It is believed that the diffusion rates obtaining at such 

a high bath temperature are so high as to prEvent the cethode film pH 

from rising gre&tly. The plate so produced contains no cracks or in-

elusions and is soft by comparison wi+.h bright chromium. It has a dull 

surface, though white, and tends to retain fingerprints as oily app~ar• 

ing areas. It is probably of little us c for decorative purposes because 

of the cost involved in buffing such a plate. The most important feature 

of this type of plate is its complete lack of cracks and inclusions. 
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Because of this it has good possibilities as a corrosion-resistant coat

ing. When any chromium plate is heated in air to temperatures in the 

region of looo•F·., the surface oxide film thickens to the e~tent that 

interference colors appear. However. the oxide film is adherent and 

provides a permanent protective coating. It is believed that the high

temperature plate would constitute an excellent corrosion-resistant coat• 

ing on steel or 'ther metals for elevated temperature service up to 

1000°F. and possibly even higher. 

A second application for this high-temperature plate has been 

found in providing a machin~able plate. The plate is sufficiently soft 

to be machined with a high-speed tool. This is a distinct advantage as 

all "bright" industrial chromium is so hard anu brittle that it may be 

dimensioned only by grinding with abrasiv~ wheels or by honing. 

The present outlook for ohromium plate in commercial applica

tions is favorable. While cheaply made plastic articles may replace 

chromium pl~ted metal articles in the decorative field to a considerable 

extent, the industrial applications for chromium plate are developing 

at a considerable pace. It is expected that these applications as an 

engineering material, specified by technically trained personnel, will 

be aided by the present work. 
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CHAPTER V 

'•The time hus come', the Walrus said, 
'To talk of many things: 
Of shoes - and ships - and sealing v;ox - 
Of cabbages - and kings - 
And v/hy the sea is boiling hot - 
And whether pigs have wings.' 

Lewis Carroll 
Through the Looking Glass 

The Mechanism of Precipitation of Chromium Hydrides 

Since no direct experimental evidence is available, the question 

as to how a plate of chromium hydride is laid down is purely a specu- 

lative one.  Two mechanisms are easily visualized.  It might be supposed 

that the cathode surface is prcctically covered by a layer of hydrogen 

atoms.  Chromium ions discharged near the cethode and precipitating on 

it then v;ould rimply be codeposited with the hydrogen in the same manner 

in which alloys of two or more metals are considered to be deposited. 

A second possible mechanism involves the formation of the hy- 

drides in the cathode film and their subsequent precipitation on the 

cathode us discrete units of for: la Crgh to CrH2.  This mechanism is 

perhups most easily reconciled with the view exprcssrj earlier that the 

actual reduction of chromium ions to chromium metal is accomplished by 

atomic hydrogen. 

As hydrogen atoms reduce chromium ions through the successive 

stages from the hexavalent to the divalent forms, the electron transfer 

would prcsumubly result in the hydrogen diffusing off through the solu- 

tion as hydrogen ions.  However, it is possible that the hydrogen atoms 

which then bump into the divalent chromium ions do not merely transfer 

electrons and detach themselves. A bonded arrangement of hydrogen and 
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chromium might occur in v/hich the hydrogen is inescopably hold.  This 

combination would bo  positively charged and hence yet nttrncted to the 

cnthode.  Upon precipitation at the cathode, the electrons necessary to 

release the hydrogen-chromium bonds are available.  However, a r.ietastable 

interstitial solid solution now exists and the hydrogen escapes but 

slowly. 

The fact that hydrides are more stable the less acid the en- 

vironment in which they are forr/.d, or from v/hich they art.' precipitated, 

is clearly established by the experimental evidence.  This is not readily 

explained.  At first glance it would seem more logical vere the hydrides 

more stable when produced from the more acid cathode films where the 

hydrogen ion concentration is greatest.  This is believed to bo an im- 

portant point in electrochemical phenomena, and will bear detviltd study. 

The rili tive instability of the chromium hydrides is not sur- 

prising in view of their structures.  The hydrogen atoms have a co- 

ordination number of 4 in both the hexagonal and face-centered cubic hy- 

dride arrangements.  Pauling states that such structures are ordinarily 

metastabie.  It is not entirely clear whether the bonding of the chromium 

atoms is that of a normal htxagonul close-pecked or face-centered cubic 

lattice simply somowhat expanded by th: interstitial hydrogen atoms, or 

whether the hydrogen atoms are bonded bo the chromium, atoms in a metallic 

type bending arrangement.  The latter view is favored.  That is to say; 

the hydrogen ii  believed present in the hydride? vz  protons, .ach of 

v.-hich has contributed an electron to the structure, just as any metal 

atom contributes an electron 01 electrons to the so-called "electron cloud" 

to become a metal ion in the structure. 

In this light, the ti rm "alloy" is probably a more exact one. 

However, the use of "hydride" to describe these metal-hydrogen structures 
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has  appeared  in  the  published   literature  for many years  and no attempt 

to change  this practise  is   likely   to bo  successful. 

Hydrides  of Other Metals 

Nickel and  iron plating are,   in many ways,   similar  to chromium 

plating because  of the effects  of platinp conditions   en  r.he  properties 

of the plate.     It  is believed  that a properly directed  research w.uld 

produce hydrides  of both  of these metals  and  show that   borne  of the 

properties  01   the  plates  art   related  to hydride   formatier..      It  is well 

known that  iron plates  contain large amounts  of hydrogen and   that  they 

arc  hard  and brittle  until  this  hydrogen is  removed by heating.     By 

refrigerating an iron plating  bath,   a plate was  produced  during the 

present work which was  extremely hard.     It  could be  scratched with i. 

tungsten-carbide   tool,  but with  difficulty.     Similarly,   it  is well 

proven that nickel  plates  commonly  contract as they arc  deposited  and 

that  this  contraction becomes  more  noticeable  as  tho  pH  of the  cathode 

film increases,     Nickel  plates  have also  been observed  to  expand  during 

deposition.     It   is  entirely  possible that  such  phenomena  can be  explained 

on the.  basis  of hydride,  deposition and  decomposition.     The  situation for 

iron and nick  1   is  much  the   same  today as   it was   for  chromium plate at 

the   start  of  the   present  research. 

The   present work and   extensions  of it may also be   of help  in 

studying electrode   reactions   such as  are   of interest   to workers  in the 

field of corrosion of metals.     It  is currently  postulated  that an in- 

hibitive hydride-  film forms  on many metals when they  arc  exposed  to con- 

ditions where they tend  to replace hydrogen ion in solution.     The hydride 

film is believed  to form a barrier to  further electrochemical  action. 
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By producing u^d wortrinr with the hydrides  of various  r.eLals,   and deter- 

mining their  properties,   infornr. tion regarding the  plnus.ibilily  of   the 

postulates will  he  obtained. 

The  Overvoltuge  of Metals 

There are  two  kinds  of overvoltafje which are  comnonly  considered 

in electrochemical wor':;   hydrogen overvoltupe,  and metal  overvoltafe, 

Hydroren o^ervoltage  is  defined  for a given system as   the numerical  dif- 

ference between   the   theoretical  and   experimental  values   of voltage  neces- 

sary to  produce visible hydrogen evolution at a  cathode.     Metal  ovor- 

voltage  is  dc-fined  as the difference between the actual  deposition 

potential  and  the   potential   value   to be  expected   for  a  reversible,  elec- 

trode  in the  same  solution.     The  present discussion is   concerned  only 

with metal ovcrvoltage. 

It  is  considered  significant that of the  transition group metals, 

Cr,   Mn,   Fe,   Co,   and  Hi,   all  have  considerable metal  overvoltuges. 

Glasstone has  advanced  the view  that metal   overvoltcge   is  a   result  of 

deposition of the  metal  in an active-,   or unstable  state.     A  rate  control 

phenomenon was   considered   in which the  slowness   of conversion  from  the 

unstable   form to  the   normal   form of metal   on the  cathode   gives  rise   to 

the  overvoltage. 

The  present work would  indicate  that   Glasstone's  views,  which 

incidentally were   conjectural rather than founded  on experiment,  were 

probably a  step  in the right  direction.     However,   the rate  control  feature 

is  rejected.     It  is  believed  more  proper  to  say that  the  overvoltuge 

of metals  is due  to the deposition of unstable  structures  of greater  free 

energy  than the  normal form  of metal  composing the  cathode.     The  rate of 
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decomposition of these unstable structures is not seen to have any bear- 

ing on the overvoltage.  The spontaneous decomposition of chromium 

hydride is ample proof that its free energy is greater than the combined 

free energy of the chromium metal and titomic hydrogen which constitute 

the decomposition products,  -/«hether the decomposition occurs during the 

plating process or several days later is not seen to have any effect on 

the metal ovc'rvoltage. 

It is true that the only direct evidence in support of the 

above hypothesis is that gathered for chromium plating in the present re- 

search.  Similar work with at least one more of the transition elements 

appears necessary before a proper theory can be established. 

Properties of Flating Brighteners 

So far as is known, the concept of the action of the trivalont 

dispe'rsoid in the chromium plating bath presented in Chapter II is 

original with the present work.  It is desired to consider the case for 

currying over to other types of plating baths  the concept of bath con- 

stituents operating according to their isoelcctric properties. 

Attempts at fundamental studies of plating brightcners have not 

yet metalth any appreciable degree: of success.  The present-day scientist 

searching for a brightener for a now plating hath is on approximately the 

same basis as certain Edisonian scientists of the. twenties whe ussemoled 

all the vegetable products they could lay hands on and tcstud each of 

■'■,hem as bath additions.  The theories commonly accepted for the function- 

ing of brightcners involve the electropositive character of those 

marjrials which are usually colloidal or of high molecular weight»  Dur- 

ing plating, the brightenors are attracted to ehe cathode and particularly 

to the areas of highest current density on the cathode.  The theory holds 
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that the brighteners are adsorbed on these areas of highest current 

density and thus plati _g on these areas is impeded by the adsorbed 

material. Since any irregularities projecting from the plate surface 

constitute hi6h current density areas, these areas are in effect masked, 

while any depres~ions in the plate surface are in a position to receive 

depositing plate at an increased rate. 

One of the greatest difficulties with this theory is that the 

brighteners are brought to the plate surface and adsorbed there, then 

simply left hanging there. One author, after an extensive discussion 

of the attraction of the brightener particles to the cathode, and their 

adsorption +!,ere, states thnt "the cycle is then repet~.ted". HOI'fever, 

the complete cycle cannot be repeated until the cathode surface is back 

in its original condition wi~hout the adsorbed material. 

It is true that certain indications of the inclusion of bright

eners in plates hnve been noted. Cathode efficiencies of over 100 per 

cent have been explained on this basis. In other cases, the appearance 

of striations in plates, similar to Liesegang bands in minerals, have 

been ascribed to the periodic adsorption of brighteners which are sup• 

posedly cover ed by the subsequently deposited plate. However, thes~ ~re 

exceptional cases. In general, the inclusion of brighteners in plates 

is not est~blished as a usually occurring phenomenon. 

Consider the possibility the.t the above theory is correct to the 

point where adsorption occurs at the cathode surface -- really as far as 

the theory goes. Then alter the conditions at the solution-cathode 

interface so that the adsorbed brightener is detached from the cathode 

surface end leaves the cathode area. Then again revert to the inter• 

facial conditions favoring adsorption, and the theory is at least logically 

complete. 
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Changes in pH of the cathode film may be the only condition 

necessary to accomplish these results. If' the cathode f'ilm pH is brought 

into the region of' the isoelectric point of the brightener, then the 

brightener can be viewed as mo~ing toward or away f'rom the cathode ac

cording to the pH value existunt in that region. There is a strong pos

sibility that increase in solution pH may serve to release adsorbed 

materials from a surface. The work of Taggart and his coll&borators, 

and of' others in the field of mineral dressing,has illustrated the im• 

portance of the solution pH in adsorption phenomena. In many cases, 

materials will be e.daorbed from a solution at a solid surface under cer• 

tain condition of pH in the solution. Under other conditions of' pH 

(usually higher pH) the adsorption does not occur. Adjustment of pH, 

or other conditions, at the solution-solid interface to obtain the desired 

results, is termed "conditioning• in the f'ield of mineral dressing. 

Dre.wing fUrther from the studies of' Taggart and others, the 

whole concept of' adsorption ot brighteners becomes suspect. The possi

bility of direct chemical bonding of brighteners and the surface atoms 

of the cuthode is suggested. There is little ground for conclusive 

argument on the data yet available. However, u course of study is indi

cated and also a m~thod of experimentation. 

The clussific~tion of brighteners into groups has been attempted 

by several authors. Certain types are bolicvcd to function as brighteners 

only after r~duction at the cathode. Others are used in combination. 

For instance, u metal brightener is ~lways complemented by nn organic 

brightener. 

It is noteworthy that the met al brightvnors, which have been 

used in acid plating b~ths at various times in plating history. arc 
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metals which readily hydrolyze to form oxides or hydroxides of a colloidal 

nature. Among these metals are Se, Te, Zn, and Co. It is also con• 

sidered significant that the organic materials used in conjunction with 

these metals are known to "protect" the hydroxides from precipitation at 

their respective isoelectric points. It appears that the case for cathode 

film pH control by brighteners opera~ing at thair isoelectric points to 

control diffusion to and from the cathode area is most likely to find 

substantiation in this class of materials. When such substantiation is 

found, the rest of the brightener groups can be studied from the same 

point of view with more hope of success than is now apparent. 

Pickling Inhibitors 

The mechanism by which pickling inhibitors operate is not presented 

in entirely convincing arguments in the literature. Here, as in the 

oase of plating brighteners, extensi•e studies have led to ama&ing oon• 

elusions. A recognized expert on inhibitors states that the outstanding 

property of these materials is that they all can take up hydrogen. The 

inference is that the inhibitor takes up the hydrogen being displaoed 

from solution by dissolving metal. The \vay that further attack on the 

metal is prevent~d is not made clear. Other authors seem to have done 

little better. 

It has been pointed out that plating bright~ners are usua lly 

pickling inhibitors and vice versa. This leads to an examination of the 

two processes, brightening plates, and inhibiting pickling, to see what 

similarity exists between them. Most inhibitors operate by cathodic 

control (i.e.,by polarizing the cathodic areas in the metal surface). 

Therefore inhibitors, like brighteners, operate at the cathode. The pH 
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tellda to rise at the cathode when hydrogen is dilchart;ed there. There• 

tore, both brighteners and inhibitor• operate in •dia somewhat leas 

acid than the solution proper. 

The similarities in the materials used in these two applications 

and the similarities in the conditione under which they operate are 

auoh that any .study of brightener• ia also a study of inhibitors. It 

appears that experimental evid~nce obtained in either of theae separately 

considered fields oan be correlated with the other field. A tremendous 

volume of empirical information has noc been accumulated. It but ro• 

maine to devise a theory to encompaaa this information. The undefined 

field of "surface chemhtry" certainly otters opportunity for far• 

reaching theoretical developments at this time. 

The Periodic PhenomeZJ& at Cathodee 

The periodic cathode phenomeaa reported in Chapter II remain 

to be discussed. It will be remembered that iron aDd copper wires were 

made cathodic in a chromic acid aol~tion. As the potential across the 

cell was slowly raised, the cell potential was observed to undergo 

periodic fluctuations between a high and low limit and the cell current 

likewise fluctuat~d. The high cell potential was accompanied by a low 

cell current and the low cell potential by a higher cell current. The 

two conditions are illustrated by the following listingsa 

B2 evolved 
Cell current low 
Cell voltage high 

No H2 evolved 
Cell current. high 
Cell voltage low 

The explanation logically advanced to explain these phenomena 

is that hydrogen bubbles partially mask the cathode during the periods 

of hydrogen evolution. This effectively decreases the cathode area 
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and operates to lower the total cell current aDd increase the cell volt

age. When hydrogen evolution stops, -the entire o:athode area paases 

current and the cell voltage accordin&ly ia low. 

The above explanation is but superficial, however, and explains 

some of the effects of the periodic performance but not the basic causes 

of this phenomenon. Also unexplained are the facta that the voltage 

fluctuations are gradually reduced to a point of equilibrium, and that 

a cathode brought to an equilibrium condition retains that condition 

even upon exposure to air, but loses it upon rubbing with a cloth. 

Some have postulated the formation and bre~down of an oxide 

film as the cause of tho periodic phenomenon. Other!~ visualize tt'-'3 

formation of a metal hydride layer on the cathode as the cause. It is 

difficult to understand why such films should form and then break down 

almost completely before reforming, and why, after some time, an equi• 

librium condition should arise. A possible explanation of the formation 

and breakdown of an oxide film might be advanced as follows: The initial 

period of hydrogen evolution is accompanied by a considerable pH in• 

crease in the cathode film. When this pH becomes sufficiently high, a 

relatively stable oxide suddenly forms on the cathode. The atomic hydro• 

gen bGing generated at the cathode is then used up in ~eduction of this 

oxide. At the completion of the reduction reaction,each individual 

hyc!rogen a to~ is back in solution as a hydrog.:m ion. Therefore, there is 

no drain ~f hydrogen ions out of the cathode film. Diffusion effects 

occurring during this film reduction period reduce the cathode film pH 

to the approximnte level of the pH of the solution proper. When the 

oxide film reduction reaction is complet&, gassing again commences and 

continues until a n~ oxide film is formed. 
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This hypothesis meets with difficulty when the attainment of 

equilibrium is considered. Vihy should equilibrium be attained at inter• 

mediate cell current ana voltage values? The experime~tal evidence 

gives no direct support to the idea that an incomplete oxide film is 

formed on the metal, allowing hydrogen evolution to proceed at th~ 

breaks in the film. However, it might be suggested that1 during the 

initial oxidation -- reduction cycles, preferential etching occurs at 

the metal surface. Thia leaves the surface roughened or pitted to a 

considerable extent. Now the solution in the pits remains more alkaline 

than that around the projectinns in the metal surface. Therefore, gas

sing continues at the surface and the pits remain filled with high pH 

solution so that the oxide on the pit surfaces is not reduced. It is 

certain that etching of the cathode surface does occur at potentials 

between the bubble potential and the metal deposition potential. Several 

times, during the present research, it was noted that brass cathodes 

were severely attacked ~fter several hours in this potential range in a 

chromium plating solution. The attack was considerably greater than 

tl~t occurring by chemical action during simple immersion tests. 

Some authors have attributed the extensive polarization at 

cathodes to the formation of metal hydrides at the electrode surface. 

This concept would relate the hydrogen overvoltage of an electrode to 

hydride formation. It is difficult to visunli&e a hydride film forming 

~nd breaking at the cathode surface as a cause for the periodic phenomena. 

It appears th&t here, too, additional work is indicated. 
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The Future of the Electroplating Field 

It is hoped that the discussions of this chapter will serve to 
., 

emphasize the import&nce of a new, undefined, branch of science, related 
·. 

to the phenomena occurring at solution~etal interfaces. It would ap-

pe~r that study of such phenomena offer the beat possibilities for ad-

vancement in the understanding of electroplating. It has been apparent 

for some time that a similar situation exists in the field of ore 

dressing and in several other not otherwise te!ated fields. 

The present research has provided an.wers to more questions 

than the original plans encompassed. Hcwrev6r, like most r&searches, 

it has stirred up many questions which remain to be answered. These 

represent a challenge to continue the search for the reasons underlying 

the phenomena concerned. Let us attack from all directions. 
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APP~NOIX SH~~T 11 
Ca l c ul at i o us f o r He xa gonal Cl os e -l'a c ke d Chromium Hyd ride 

Coppe r Kadiat i on 

Cr ~ S l tll PliUif' e ~ e 

100 19°5' 38 .2° 

002 20°23' 40 . B0 

101 2 1°44 1 43 . 5 ° 

102 28°32 , 57. •I 0 

c ~ 4 .418 

V11 . c.l'. =o.snn a
2
c •u.sr.t; · (~.717) s • 4.41R • 28.~ 3 

• volume of ft 2-ft t om unit c·P)) o f H.C.P. 
l'hr omium hycl r icle . 

\ . • 2 ,'1. ""'' • 
3 

f A d 1 Sl I H.C .c . rr•~ r nm ppe n x U?(! l 

2~.~ - ~3 . H4 • 4 40A
3 

• \ o lume o f shr iuka~e rluring cleco• 
pos t t t on of 11 . C • P. h y <1 r I d c t o 
U. C • (; • me t a I • 
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APPENUIX SHEET III 

Hndy- Ce n tc ~ e cl CuhiC' Chro mium X-ray Ua t ll 

Coppe r Rarli~t t ion 

~ h 2 l n~ ~ h
1 

l og s tn e 9 2 9 --;[- 2 9 

11 0 2 0. ·t 5051 I . 57754 22°13' 4:4°26' 44 .4° 

200 4 

~ .. tt. 7HU34 
2 

0. 30 103 

l og~ • t.RHti12 
2 

ft o • ~.H7H log e 0 • 0.459U9 

-~· ~r~ hT 
2 - - -

ll o 
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t 0 72806 32 ° 19 ' 64°38' 64 6 ° 
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12.21 ml. • \ Q )II!Qt' of H2 (s.r.P. ) 

0 .032U " N • U.UOU6326N • So. of Cr ft toms 
52.01 

12 .2ll'2 
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52.111 • Atomic weig ht of Cr 

22,400 • vnlume of 1-gr~tm 

mol, o f g As 

IIi • A\'Rg~tclro' s So. 

u.0010002 • 1. 7 + • So. of II ll tnlll" f or ••ttdc Cr ll t<>m. 
0 . UCHJfl32fi 
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APPENDIX SHEET IV 
C <tl r. ul~t t i on o f Si zP o f Hyllr ogP. n-i<'ill e rl 

lu t ... r st i c es in He xag or11d 

Clus £>-Pac ke •l Chro111ium Hydrid E> 

--- 8. ------

4.418A '"C di S IIUICP o f 1111it l'l' ll 

2.709A • distttiiCf' o f r l n sPst. 

llppro~tr h o f r hrom lurn Atom.., 

ros <A • 2.209 
2.709 

I og 2. 209 .. 0 . 34420 

I og 2. 7U9 •o .432Hl 

log ~os<A • 1.91139 
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AI'I'~NUIX SHEET V 
Cal c ulati o n o f r" 111 F.c.c. Cltr o 11ium Hy dride 

y • / ;J ~2. 
4 

A 0 • 3.H~A 

Tilt! radius of til•! chromium /\tom wtth a t•oord1natiou numbe r o f 12 
is 1.28.\. 

1.67A - 1.2HA • U.:J!It\ .. rRcliu!> of hydroge n Atom ill fRCP - Ct'llt.t·recl 
c ubt c chrnnatum. 
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APPENDIX SHEET VI 

Apparatus Used for Chromium Platinp, 

The apparatus used in the production of plates for this study- 

consisted of only two special items.  These were a simple arrangement 

for cooling the- plating bath, and an equally simple fixture for holdinf 

tho plating onode and th.. sample being plated. 

The plating baths were held in class beakers of from 400-ml, to 

1-liter capacity,  ".Then the baths were to be heated, this was done on 

ün electric hot plate equipped with a temperature control. When the 

baths were to be cooled below atmospheric temperature, the glass beakers 

were suspended in a "refrigerator" consisting of a tinned can insulated 

on the outside with several layers of corrugated cardboard.  The can 

measured approximately 7 by 7 inches on the bottom, and 6,5 inches high. 

Cracked dry ice was used as the refrigerant and was added through a hole 

in the top of the can beside the suspended beaker.  The bath tempera- 

tures could easily be maintained within a range of i  40C. by this method 

and closer control was possible through constant surveillance. 

The plating fixture was constructed of plastic (methyl metha- 

crylatc) sheet.  The assembled fixture and its component parts are shown 

in the photographs of Figure 1 and Figure 2.  The anode was made of 

antimonial lead and the electrical connection to the anode was carried 

through the plastic anode holder.  The brass slug cathodes (g-" in 

diameter) were held in a 7/l6" hole, countersunk to ;|" diameter.  A 

cathode slug was in position in the cathode holder as shown.  The elec- 

trical connection to the- cathode was accompli shod through a platinum 

wire in the cathode contact member.  This member was wedg; d into the 

count-.rsunk hole against the cathode, thus masking the back of the cathode 

while holding it at the bottom of the countersunk portion of the hole, 
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47634 

Figure 16.    Plating fixture — assembled 
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^ 

47635 

Figure 17,  Plating fixture disassembled to show component parts, 
A — Anode.  C-C — Cathode contact member. C — Sample cathode 
slug. 
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